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**LETTERS**

**Cracking Down on Crime**

"Politicians want to use a huge Ace bandage to treat a cancer at taxpayer cost."

Grand L. Bush
Santa Monica, California

**Racial Brush Fire**

YOUR REPORT ON THE INCENDIARY speech by the Nation of Islam's Khalid Abdul Muhammad and pressure on black leaders to condemn his bigotry [RACE, Feb. 7] replays an old dysfunctional tune at precisely the moment when Jewish and African-American leaders have rewritten it. As you noted, the Anti-Defamation League reprinted excerpts of Muhammad's anti-Semitic and racist speech, and in the headline questioned the claim of Minister Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam, saying, "They are moving toward moderation and increased tolerance. You decide." We simply exposed the outrageous remarks to public scrutiny. We said, "You decide." We didn't ask or demand that anyone do anything. Our impression is that African-American leaders who spoke out so forcefully against bigotry felt compelled to do so because they could not be silent in the face of such hatred, not because of Jewish pressure. How ironic for TIME to say Jews and African-Americans were dancing to the music of political correctness at precisely the moment when conscience called the tune.

Abraham H. Foxman, National Director Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
New York City

YOUR PIECE IS AN OUTRAGEOUS EXAMPLE of bias. In the opening paragraph, your writer appears to illustrate what was offensive about Muhammad's speech, but cites only the milder passages. You do not mention that Muhammad blamed the Holocaust on the Jews, or his reference to the Pope as a "cracker," or use of the term faggot. In saying that "black leaders began the ritual of condemnation," you paint Jesse Jackson and others as tools of a white, Jewish establishment—a characterization that not only is false but does a disservice to all black leaders. Although Muhammad is guaranteed the right to say whatever he chooses, right-thinking Americans are not bound to mindlessly allow his hateful words to escape challenge. Condemning bigotry is not an issue of "political correctness," as you would have readers believe, but a duty to which all conscientious people are bound.

Andrew E. Goldsmith
Washington

**Bill's Political Style**

"THE STATE OF BILL CLINTON" [THE PRESIDENCY, Feb. 7] went a long way toward explaining why this chaotic, workaholic, "thousands of balls in the air" man appeals to so many of us. We forty-somethings know exactly where he's coming from. We travel the same route daily. F.F. Bentley's perceptive photographs captured the essence of Clinton. He may not be perfect, but I find it reassuring that he promises to "keep coming back." He's a refreshing blast of positive energy following a dozen years of oppressive stagnation.

Beth Meissner
Yorktown, Virginia

**Blood-Soaked Snow**

IS IT NECESSARY TO PRINT PHOTOGRAPHS like those of the Sarajevo shelling [BOSNIA, Feb. 7] showing blood-soaked snow and dead children? I'm tired of being shocked and depressed every time I turn a page. The same result could be accomplished through words.

Andrew W. Darwell
Lemont, Illinois

Bird's Political Style

"The State of Bill Clinton" [The Presidency, Feb. 7] went a long way toward explaining why this chaotic, workaholic, "thousands of balls in the air" man appeals to so many of us. We forty-somethings know exactly where he's coming from. We travel the same route daily. F.F. Bentley's perceptive photographs captured the essence of Clinton. He may not be perfect, but I find it reassuring that he promises to "keep coming back." He's a refreshing blast of positive energy following a dozen years of oppressive stagnation.

Beth Meissner
Yorktown, Virginia

**ONLY SWISS CHEESE HAS MORE HOLES** than Clinton's State of the Union speech.

Peter C. Latiss
Culver City, California

**Better to be "Processing and Synthesizing" than reading staff-prepared cue cards.** Clinton will generate the momentum to take this country toward its destiny. Let's watch to see where the resistance comes from.

Rick Scollon
Canistota, South Dakota

WE ARE CRIPPLED BY THE DISGRACE OF crime [Cover Stories, Feb. 7], which has taken the heart out of America. For too long we have protected and encouraged juvenile criminals. A civilized society must practice tough love to redeem them and itself. Let family names be publicized. Shame parents into assuming responsibility for their children. I would go further: make parents pay penalties and do community service.

Kinora Nerccean
Westminster, California

**Why Should I Have to Finance the Education, Food and Clothes for These Criminals When I Am an Upstanding Citizen?** Long prison terms will not help the problem. The death penalty will.

Ann Johnson
Norcross, Georgia

I AM SERVING TIME FOR MY FIRST OFFENSE, an armed robbery. Prison isn't at all what I expected. You're allowed to have your own personal clothes. You can buy your own TV, radio, cassettes, just to mention a few things, including drugs. In fact, you can basically have anything you had in the real world. Most of the younger guys in here act as though prison is nothing more than a step they must take to achieve manhood. When they are released, they will be heroes to their friends. I've been in some real rough places in the system, but I still come to the same conclusion. You should take away the personal clothes, the TVs and radios and make the joint it used to be: a bad place. Build more walls and stop catering to these people!

Jerry Seal, No. 23933
Camp Brighton
Pinckney, Michigan

YOU DETAILED THE CORE PROBLEMS WITH our penal system: overcrowding due to mandatory sentences for drug offenders, releasing prisoners long before they complete their sentence, and the disappearing odds that a criminal will go to prison. Yet you fail to draw the obvious conclusion. Legalizing drugs now would free thousands of nonviolent prisoners and allow us to keep the real dangers to society behind bars.

Daniel Warren
Ridgecrest, California
AOL: DanielWW404
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**TIE'S NOT "JUST ANOTHER KIND OF BIGOTRY" For Jewish organizations to ask specific black leaders who have been closely associated with Farrakhan's Nation of Islam movement to repudiate the anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic and antigay bigotry expressed by the official spokesperson of that organization. There is,
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however, something bordering on anti-Semitism to suggest that Jewish organizations making this demand are engaging in "just another kind of bigotry." Anti-Semitism within segments of the African-American community— especially among some college students—is a serious concern. Jewish leaders and people of good will have a duty to combat such bigotry, whatever its source.

Alan M. Dershowitz
Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Too Gay or Not Gay Enough?

OF ALL THE ANALYSES OF THE MOVIE Philadelphia, Richard Corliss’s best captured the subtleties of the debate over whether the movie was too gay or not gay enough [CINEMA, Feb. 7]. As the editor of a gay newsmagazine in Boston, a very gay city compared with my hometown of Lincoln, Nebraska, I am constantly vigilant so that I do not forget the experiences of the heartland’s citizens, gay or straight. Philadelphia may be viewed as an overdue primer by activists in the urban gay meccas, but it also contains sorely needed messages of compassion and truth for everyone else.

Jeff Eppery, Editor-in-Chief
Bay Windows
Boston
AOL: BayWindows

MANY GAY MEN HAVE FAMILIES WHO ARE loving and accepting. We were pleased that Philadelphia was honest enough to depict a gay man as something other than a sly hairdresser cum court jester. The truth is that there can be no single gay character because there is no typical gay man.

J. Brian Putler
Mark Gaff
Folsom, California

AS A NURSE WHO OFTEN CARES FOR AIDS patients, I think the depiction of the main character’s physical deterioration was quite accurate. And although sadly not all AIDS patients have such a strong support system, I have seen many with loving and unconditionally supportive families. It is unfortunate that this movie came weighted with such political baggage that expectations seemed destined to be dashed for some.

Melinda Parsons
Syracuse, New York

The Big Payoff

THE REPORTED MULTIMILLION-DOLLAR “settlement” in the Michael Jackson child-molestation case is deplorable
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Telling America’s Stories
addition to my list
when no sooner had we published “Bill’s To-Do List,” the lineup of 20 things on President Clinton’s agenda that should be addressed in the coming year [THE PRESIDENCY, Feb. 7], than readers began editing it, making additions or changing the priority of items. Robert F. Bradley of Kingwood, Texas, says, “if President Clinton would move ‘Preserve Family Values’ to the top of his list [from No. 18], perhaps items such as welfare reform and the crime bill would not need to be there at all.”

Francisco Behr of Thousand Oaks, California, asks, “Where is Bosnia? [No. 1.2] and Haiti [No. 16] be on the list and not Bosnia?” and Steve Hofer of Indianapolis, Indiana, has an eminently practical suggestion for the President: “Lunch at desk.”

Success for Maverick
YOUR STORY ON M’SEll NDEGEOCELLO’S new album recognized a truly exceptional emerging talent [Music, Feb. 7]. However, your comment that her success has broken the “losing streak” of Maverick Records is inaccurate. Sure, the company has released four albums. The second sold in excess of 350,000 and the fourth, by Me’Shell, is the most critically acclaimed album of the year. That’s 3 for 4, an impressive average for anybody. Freedy DeMann, Co-CEO Maverick Records Los Angeles

Victimology in Court
MARGARET CARLSON’S ESSAY ON THE M-NEZEDER brothers [Essay, Feb. 7] shows how far down the road of stupidity or naivete the legal system in the U.S. has gone. Can’t we recognize badness without having to defend society for producing it?

John A. Moran
Santa Rosa, California Via America Online

THE MOST Casual REFERENCE to CHILD abuse literature illuminates the truth of the Menendez brothers’ testimony and fully explains their behavior. Saying the brothers “could have left home if life was so intolerable,” is ridiculous. The sick-parent psychology of child ownership for pleasure and the resultant disabling of these children who can never act independently of that ownership and disablement without many years of rehabilitation is well established in professional circles. The brothers lived out the brutish values their parents taught them.

Connie Cook Smith
Canton, Illinois

Correction
THE ARTICLE ON THE MENENDEZ BROTHERS’ trials [Essay, Feb. 7] incorrectly stated that the brothers’ psychologist had made secret tape recordings of their explanation of the motives for killing their parents. The recordings were made with the full knowledge and consent of the Menendez brothers.
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[Law, Feb. 7]. It shows that megastars with megabucks can literally buy their way out of trouble. Of course, Jackson’s lawyers are extremely careful to claim that this settlement is “not an admission of guilt.” But, then what is it? If you are truly innocent and the accusations are groundless, why make your accuser millions of dollars richer? There is an inherent sickness to this whole affair.

Jon Shafer
Anderson, Indiana

YOU ASKED, “MICHAEL JACKSON PAYS A hefty settlement to his boy accuser. But what does it settle?” It settles the controversy of whether he actually abused the boy not—and Jackson didn’t. No de- cent parent would ever accept money for any offense like sexual molestation of his or her child. The father of that boy should have gone after Jackson, bringing criminal charges if the story were true. And if it wasn’t, the poor boy will grow up with the knowledge of the deadly dirt his parents committed.

Marie S. Schwartz
Washington

Addition to Bill’s List
No sooner had we published “Bill’s To-Do List,” the lineup of 20 things on President Clinton’s agenda that should be addressed in the coming year [THE PRESIDENCY, Feb. 7], than readers began editing it, making additions or changing the priority of items. Robert F. Bradley of Kingwood, Texas, says, “If President Clinton would move ‘Preserve Family Values’ to the top of his list [from No. 18], perhaps items such as welfare reform and the crime bill would not need to be there at all.” Francisco Behr of Thousand Oaks, California, asks, “Where is Bosnia? [No. 1.2] and Haiti [No. 16] be on the list and not Bosnia?” and Steve Hofer of Indianapolis, Indiana, has an eminently practical suggestion for the President: “Lunch at desk.”
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YOU ASKED, “MICHAEL JACKSON PAYS A hefty settlement to his boy accuser. But what does it settle?” It settles the controversy of whether he actually abused the boy not—and Jackson didn’t. No decent parent would ever accept money for any offense like sexual molestation of his or her child. The father of that boy should have gone after Jackson, bringing criminal charges if the story were true. And if it wasn’t, the poor boy will grow up with the knowledge of the deadly dirt his parents committed.

Marie S. Schwartz
Washington

Addition to Bill’s List
No sooner had we published “Bill’s To-Do List,” the lineup of 20 things on President Clinton’s agenda that should be addressed in the coming year [THE PRESIDENCY, Feb. 7], than readers began editing it, making additions or changing the priority of items. Robert F. Bradley of Kingwood, Texas, says, “If President Clinton would move ‘Preserve Family Values’ to the top of his list [from No. 18], perhaps items such as welfare reform and the crime bill would not need to be there at all.” Francisco Behr of Thousand Oaks, California, asks, “Where is Bosnia? [No. 1.2] and Haiti [No. 16] be on the list and not Bosnia?” and Steve Hofer of Indianapolis, Indiana, has an eminently practical suggestion for the President: “Lunch at desk.”
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If you’re not already a meat and potato lover, Stouffer’s home-style cooking will make you one.

When you sink your teeth into our Beef Pot Roast with oven-browned potatoes or Meat Loaf with real whipped potatoes, you’ll know why meat and potato lovers love Stouffer’s Homestyle. Over a dozen down-home meals, each with its own special side dish. And the home-cooked taste that has made Stouffer’s famous.

Nothing comes closer to home.
I will put first things last.

I will memorize clouds.

I will be amphibious.

I will study a sunset. I will be naked more. I will discover a color.

I will eat a mango.

I will get a really good tan.

It's different out here.

NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE
THREE WEEKS AGO, A STORY WE published put us in the middle of a controversy. It was hardly the first time that has happened, but this instance suggested an opportunity for more than the usual colloquy in the Letters pages. So for this occasion and others like it, we have revived a section of TIME called Forum, in which we present a range of informed and eloquent opinions on pressing issues of the moment. This TIME Forum, which begins on page 28, concerns our cover subject this week—the Nation of Islam and its leader, Louis Farrakhan.

The decision to pursue an in-depth investigation of this subject was prompted by the anti-Semitic and otherwise racist speech that Farrakhan’s aide, Khalid Muhammad, gave at Kean College in New Jersey. The story was newsworthy in large part because it came just as some mainstream black groups were attempting to form a constructive alliance with Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam. News of the speech loosed a flood of reportage and commentary on the subject, and at that time we began the kind of weeks-long investigation a cover story like this one requires. At the same time, we published an article on one telling aspect of the larger story: the fact that some black leaders were offended when whites called on them to denounce racism in other black leaders while seeming to ignore offensive remarks by whites—as, for example, Senator Ernest Hollings, who had some time before made a supposedly joking reference to an African delegation as cannibals. The larger issue was that blacks feel they should be presumed to abhor anti-Semitism and other forms of racism without having to say so, and that they resent the attempt by whites to script their views, behavior or alliances.

The story raised interesting and important points, and it clearly struck a nerve. The reaction was instantaneous, and strong, most of it coming from white and Jewish readers. Some argued that our story was opinion masquerading as fact. Some people, both white and black, said that crediting white pressure for the denunciations of Farrakhan was condescending, that it deprived black leaders of credit for what was simply principled behavior. Some readers also felt that to concentrate on this issue was to minimize or downplay the virulence of Muhammad’s speech. And there was a general view among our critics that no amount of good works by the Nation of Islam could justify any black leader’s toleration, or not to mention alliance with, such a racist organization.

The issues raised by the story’s critics are important. Still, this must be said: Muhammad’s speech was wholly disreputable and vile, and I believe our story made that clear. Our focus, however, was not on black racism but on the perception of a subtle form of white racism—the sense among some black leaders that, as the story put it, “some whites yesterday abetted genocide? On the other hand, how can a people whose most distinguished figures still suffer the sting of bigotry and whose less fortunate ones live in the ghettos of the 1990s—places where public order is gone, where homicide is the leading cause of death among young men, and where parents bury their children every day—how could such a people turn its back completely on an organization that it perceives as a fierce adversary of white racism, an organization that, by standing for such bedrock virtues as self-discipline, economic self-reliance, sobriety, the sanctity of family, could keep even one of its children alive?

There are of course many blacks who consider Farrakhan a racist. But why does he have so great a hold on others in the black communities of America? To find out, correspondent Sylvester Monroe, who has covered Farrakhan for a decade, conducted an extensive interview with the Nation of Islam’s leader. We print it to give Farrakhan ample opportunity to make his argument and let readers judge him for themselves. We dispatched correspondents to mosques, college campuses and inner-city neighborhoods to examine the appeal that both the Nation of Islam and more orthodox forms of Islam hold for many blacks. We commissioned a poll of black public opinion by Yankelovich Partners to determine precisely how much support Farrakhan really has among African Americans. And we invited six distinguished writers and thinkers—three who are Jewish, three who are black—to explore the thorny moral and social issues raised by the controversy that began with Muhammad’s speech.

For both sides, for all sides, the issues raised here are both morally difficult and of ultimate importance. That is why they generate such heat. I hope the TIME Forum that follows the cover story will generate some light as well.

Managing Editor
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NATION

Trade Tiff
The Clinton Administration has decided to impose sanctions on Japan for violating a 1989 trade agreement that would have allowed cellular-phone giant Motorola the same access to the lucrative Tokyo-Nagoya market that Japanese companies enjoy. Japan denies that they have violated the agreement. The President did not foreclose the possibility that American sanctions might be the first volley in a trade war with Japan. Earlier this month, talks between the nations broke down.

On the Road
President Clinton and his wife Hillary took to the hustings to rally support for their embattled health-care reforms, which have been overshadowed lately by rival plans in Congress. In a speech to 2,000 senior citizens in New Jersey, the President wooed the nation's powerful elderly voters by vowing to protect Medicare.

Saudis Buy U.S. Jets
Thanks to a strenuous lobbying effort by the Clinton Administration, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas will sell 50 commercial jets worth $6 billion to Saudi Arabia—generating jobs for tens of thousands of Americans in the voter-rich Los Angeles and Seattle areas.

Whitewater
A U.S. district court judge agreed to impanel a special grand jury to focus on the federal investigation of President Clinton's Whitewater real estate venture and its links to a failed S&L. Special counsel Robert Fiske informed the judge that the probe may last 18 months. In a related development, federal bank regulators cleared Hillary Clinton's old law firm

INSIDE WASHINGTON

An Ally by Any Other Name...
President Clinton plans to visit Chicago on Feb. 28 to stump for powerful Congressman DAN ROSTENKOWSKI, who is facing a tough re-election fight. Although Rosty has been tainted by charges he feathered his own nest at taxpayer expense, and Clinton has himself been dogged by allegations of Whitewater improprieties, the President needs all the allies he can get for the coming health-care battle. Indeed, a campaign insider told TIME that Rosty didn't ask for aid—Clinton volunteered it. Hillary is also expected to do her part.
WINNERS & LOSERS

DIANE SAWYER
By staying put at ABC, she gets more exposure and $7 mil. a year

U.S. OLYMPIC ALPINE TEAM
Led by Moe and Roffe-Steinrotter, the skiers upset the Europeans

AEROSPACE WORKERS
A $6 bil. boost from Saudi Arabia saves thousands of U.S. jobs

COOKIE ROBERTS
The ABC reporter is disciplined for temper I feel nowcast

PATTI LUPONE
High-strung actress is dropped from Sunset Boulevard

JOHN CHANEY
Temples hoops coach suspended for on-air expletive-laced fit

VOX POP
Money aside, do you think your family is happier than Michael Jackson's family?

HAPPIER 53%
NOT AS HAPPY 16%
ABOUT AS HAPPY 23%

From a telephone poll of 505 African-Americans taken for TIME/CNN on April 16-17 by Yankelovich Partners Inc. Sampling error = ± 4.3%.

MAYBE THERE'S SOMETHING IN THE JUICE

"Since homosexuals cannot reproduce, they must freshen their ranks with our children... They will use money, drugs, alcohol, any means to get what they want..."

- Anita Bryant, spokeswoman for the Florida Citrus Commission, 1968-80

"I say to those of you of the leftist, militant, homosexual crowd: Take it somewhere else. Get out of our schools. Get out of our churches. Take your deadly, sickly behavior and keep it to yourselves."

- Rush Limbaugh, spokesman for the Florida Citrus Commission, 1984-

In Little Rock, Arkansas, of any conflict of interest regarding its association with the same S & L.

Tailhook Adieu
Admiral Frank B. Kelso II, Chief of Naval Operations, announced that he would retire two months early, in April, in exchange for an official tribute from the Pentagon meant to clear him of wrongdoing in the Tailhook scandal. Earlier this month, a Navy judge dismissed the last three Navy Tailhook cases on the grounds that they had been tainted by Kelso's efforts to conceal his knowledge of the affair.

A Stolen Election Returned
A federal judge nullified a November 1993 election for a Pennsylvania state-senate seat, declaring that it had been won fraudulently by a Democrat. Supporters of William G. Stinson practiced "deception, intimidation, harassment and forgery," wrote the judge. His decision returns the seat to the Republican candidate and could put the G.O.P. in control of the entire state senate.

I Confess
After maintaining his innocence for the past two years, Danny Rolling, accused of murdering five college students in Gainesville, Florida, in 1980, pleaded guilty to all charges against him. "There are some things you just can't run from, this being one of those," Rolling told the judge.

COURTROOM ROUNDUP
In San Antonio, Texas, the defense rested its case in the trial of 11 Branch Davidians charged with murdering four federal agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms last February. The jury is expected to get the case late this week. Meanwhile, in New York City, lawyers continued their closing arguments in the World Trade Center trial of four defendants linked to the bombing a year ago that killed six people and injured 1,000.
Texas Chain-Saw Editing
The Texas state board of education is deleting 300 sensitive items from proposed high school health texts. They include hot-line numbers for AIDS information groups, references to anal and oral intercourse, facts about state laws against sex with minors, condom instructions and mentions of Dr. Jack Kevorkian. Critics of the changes say the board has fallen under the influence of the radical right.

And Speaking of Kevorkian
A Detroit judge declined to dismiss the last remaining charge against Dr. Jack Kevorkian, the aggressive advocate of taking one’s life as an option for the terminally ill, and ordered him to stand trial in the assisted suicide of a man with Lou Gehrig’s disease.

WORLD
Silence over Sarajevo?
Under heavy pressure from NATO, the U.N., President Clinton and most important—their Russian allies, the Bosnian Serbs pledged their compliance with a NATO ultimatum to either withdraw their weapons from within a 12-mile radius of Sarajevo or turn them over to U.N. peacekeepers. At week’s end U.N. observers were reporting “very significant withdrawals of Bosnian-Serb forces.” However, there were new reports of Serb atrocities in other parts of Bosnia, particularly near the town of Banja Luka. In a Saturday address, Clinton warned that “American pilots and planes stand ready” to join in NATO air strikes around Sarajevo.

Sniffing Out Nukes
After an 11-month standoff, North Korea has informed the International Atomic Energy Agency that it will permit inspection of seven nuclear sites. Not included in the arrangement: two sites in its Yongbyon complex believed to be waste
ZHIRINOVSKYBEAT

Exclusive: At Home with Russia's Top Ultranationalist

Whether he's at his office in Moscow or traveling abroad, Vladimir Zhirinovsky can't resist making bold statements about deadly new secret weapons or outlining his plans for Alaska. But after hours, he's just a regular guy.

Vladimir's dacha outside Moscow is the perfect place to unwind.

Look, Matushka, no hands! Who says winter sports have to be strenuous?

Après luge, Vladimir enjoys a massage, a treat he gives himself several times a week.

"I am going to swim naked in the Indian Ocean," he told the photographer.

Mad money: a hidden safe reveals its stash of mighty rubles.

dumps for weapons-grade plutonium. In a positive response, the South Korean Foreign Minister, Han Sung Joo, said the U.S. should reconsider its proposed deployment of Patriot missiles in South Korea.

Compromise Lost


Meeting in Chiapas

Talks between government and guerrilla leaders begin this week to bring to an end the Zapatista uprising in the state of Chiapas. The negotiations were announced 24 hours after the guerrillas released the former Chiapas Governor, whom they had been holding hostage since the rebellion began on New Year's Day.

Deadly Quake in Indonesia

More than 200 people were killed and 3,000 injured when a severe earthquake hit the Indonesian island of Sumatra. The U.S. Geological Survey in Washington estimated the quake's strength at 7.2 on the Richter scale.

Bucks for Bombs

Kazakhstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev visited Washington last week and came away with a windfall of $311 million—three times the amount of last year's aid total. In return, Kazakhstan will dismantle 104 long-range SS-18 missiles, each tipped with 10 nuclear warheads.

R.I.P. for the Rostov Ripper

Andre Chikatilo, the sadis-
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**THE GOOD NEWS**

✓ Despite fears to the contrary, moderate aerobic exercise after childbirth does not hamper production of breast milk, according to a new report.

✓ A public health campaign urging parents to put newborns to sleep on their back has reduced the nationwide incidence of sudden infant death syndrome 12% in just six months.

✓ Scientists have synthesized taxol, a promising anticancer drug normally derived from trees in the Pacific Northwest.

✓ A genetically engineered antibody has been remarkably effective in attacking a virus that causes pneumonia in mice (and men). Successful trials on humans could lead to a powerful treatment not only for viral pneumonia but also for influenza.

**THE BAD NEWS**

✓ Cocaine puts a strain on the heart, and so does cigarette smoking. New researchers have proved what common sense already implies: cocaine use by chronic smokers can be doubly deadly.

✓ A bacterial infection that can cause skin lesions, fever and even death without prompt antibiotic treatment has been traced to cats. About 25% of felines in a San Francisco study carried the *H. hense- lae* bacterium. People with weak immune systems are at special risk.

✓ Taxi drivers have a job-related homicide rate of 27 murders per 100,000. That's 40 times the national average, and three times the risk faced by liquor-store workers, the next most endangered group. Gas-station attendants are a distant third.

---

**Viacom Victorious**

The battle for Paramount ended rather anticlimacti-
cally on Monday, when shareholders finally voted more than the required 50.1% of their shares to Viacom for about $80 a share. The new company's properties now include, among others, MTV, Paramount Pictures, Simon & Schuster and a debt of $10 billion.

**Calling All Chryslers ...**

For the fifth time since December, the Chrysler Corp. has announced a recall of certain models. Last week's action, which involves electrical wires that are in danger of short-circuiting, applies to about 110,000 sedans: Dodge Intrepid and Eagle Visions; plus three models of Chryslers (the LHS, the Concorde and the New Yorker).

---

**The Arts & Media**

**A Painting Held Hostage?**

A hint that Edvard Munch's stolen masterpiece, *The Scream*, may be returned came last week from a Norwegian antiabortion activist. The Rev. Borre Knudsen said the painting may be returned if local television broadcasts *The Silent Scream* — a film that shows a fetus being aborted. Knudsen refused to say whether his organization was actually involved in the theft, which took place on the opening day of the Lillehammer Games.

**Bringing the Holocaust Home**

Schindler's List, the widely acclaimed Steven Spielberg epic about the Holocaust, had a gala premiere in Vienna last week that was attended by celebrities and politicians. Among the guests:

Goliath Beats David
"Neither a borrower nor a spender be" is the message American novelist David Leavitt got from his publisher, Viking, last week. No more copies of Leavitt's controversial novel, While England Sleeps, will be printed or shipped until the author has made "minor revisions," said a Viking spokesperson. The move was in response to a lawsuit by the eminent British poet Stephen Spender, who claims that Leavitt has drawn too closely on his 1981 memoir, World Within World.

WINTER OLYMPICS
Cold Shoulders
Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan finally appeared on the same ice for a practice session. Kerrigan pointedly appeared in the same costume she wore on the day she was attacked last month.

Whoops!
Russian Alexei Urmanov took the gold in men's figure skating after the favorites, including 1988 winner Brian Boitano, had disastrous showings in the short program. Boitano finished sixth.

Wow!
Tommy Moe stunned the world by capturing the men's downhill and then a silver in the super giant slalom. Diann Roffe-Steinrotter came in first in the women's super-G, and Chipper Street took a silver in the women's downhill.

Greeds for Jansen and Blair
After slipping out of contention in the 500-m race, speed skater Dan Jansen finally won a gold medal and set a world record in the 1,000-m finals. Bonnie Blair skated to gold in the women's 500-m, her third straight Olympic win in the event.

ENGAGEMENT REVEALED. By JENNIE GARTH, 21, pouty, pubescent star of Beverly Hills 90210, to drummer DAN CLARK, 24, of the Hoodwinks. The bride-to-be made the announcement on Entertainment Tonight.

MARRIED. JERRY GARCIA, 51, former exemplar of unhealthful life-styles and innovative lead guitarist for the Grateful Dead; and girlfriend DEBORAH KOONS, fortysomething, independent filmmaker; in Sausalito, California; on Valentine's Day; he for the third time, she for the first. The couple met at a Dead concert in the mid-1970s.

GUITY PLEA ENTERED. By CATALINA V. VILLALPANDO, 53, former U.S. Treasurer in the Bush Administration, on felony charges of evasion of $47,000 in federal income taxes, conspiracy to make false statements to the government, and obstruction of a federal grand jury; in Washington. Villalpando was Treasurer from December 1989 to January 1993; thus her signature appears on many of the dollars she will probably be handing over to the IRS.

FOLDED. SPY MAGAZINE, New York-based satirical monthly; after 7½ years of publication. Founded in 1986 by Kurt Andersen (formerly of TIME, currently editor of New York), E. Graydon Carter (formerly of LIFE, currently editor of Vanity Fair) and Tom Phillips (entrepreneur), Spy became one of the nation's most intently read magazines, devourable for its witty, savagely elegant deconstructions of the hype, vulgarity and sheer short-fingered vulgarity that marked the past decade. Despite the fact that the magazine's circulation rose from 120,000 in 1990 to nearly 200,000 last year, the owner, Jean Pigozzi, decided to sell it. However, he was unable to find a buyer. Of the closure, current editor Tony Hendra (formerly of the National Lampoon) said, "It was a financial decision made by financial people for financial reasons."

DIED. RANDY SHILTS, 42, journalist and author of a ground-breaking book about the AIDS epidemic; of AIDS; in Guerneville, California. Shilts, one of the country's first openly gay reporters, joined the San Francisco Chronicle in 1981. Soon after, word spread of mysterious outbreaks of rare types of skin cancer and pneumonia among gay men. At the time, Shilts was one of the few journalists who took the disease seriously. He recounted his investigation in The Band Played On, a blistering attack on the failure of governments and the medical establishment to recognize the epidemic.

DIED. CHRISTOPHER LASCH, 61, social critic and historian; of cancer; in Pittsford, New York. A lucid, penetrating writer, Lasch dissected postwar American society in his best-known work, The Culture of Narcissism (1979). He contended that his fellow citizens had become self-absorbed and materialistic, losing faith in the power of community to make life better. His prescription for combating America's crisis of spirit, outlined in such works as The Minimal Self and The True and Only Heaven, involved a progressive philosophy that placed great importance on family and self-discipline. Said Lasch: "Today's culture has ceased to stand for the values that many people continue to believe in."

DIED. ROBERT LEE SHERROD, 85, author, former foreign correspondent for TIME and LIFE, and managing editor of the Saturday Evening Post from 1955 to 1962; in Washington. Sherrod joined TIME INC. in 1935 and helped set up TIME's Washington bureau two years later. He wrote four books covering World War II, including the classic of frontline reportage, Tarawa: The Story of a Battle, his eyewitness account of the bloody fight by U.S. Marines to capture the South Pacific atoll.

—By Melissa August, Gina Bellafante, Christopher John Farley, Kevin Fedarko, Michael B. Lemonick, Jeffery Rubin, David Seldeman, Sidney Urrichart
Pride and Prejudice

He inspires African Americans, but why does America’s most controversial minister poison his message with racist hatred?

By WILLIAM A. HENRY III

Louis Farrakhan is a problem.

He is a problem for the Rev. Benjamin Chavis of the N.A.A.C.P. and Abraham Foxman of the Jewish Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith, who met last week to discuss what to do about him in a meeting so sensitive they would not even confirm he was the topic under discussion. On Saturday, the N.A.A.C.P. said it would convene a national summit of black leaders and would pointedly include Farrakhan as a gesture of support, despite expected Jewish condemnation. “We have every right to convene African-American leadership,” said Chavis. “There’s a deep hunger in our community.”

He is a problem for the Congressional Black Caucus, whose chairman, Representative Kweisi Mfume of Maryland, has embroiled himself in controversy by pledging a “covenant” of cooperation—since disavowed—with both Farrakhan and mainstream black leaders.

He is a problem for a broad range of American blacks, who rightly fear that his anti-Semitic rhetoric erodes the moral authority of his appeals against racism and who are chagrined that his Nation of Islam, long an angry voice of the underclass, now enjoys a following among college students.

He is a problem for American Jews, who want to ensure that his brand of racism means automatic disqualification from national debate.

He is a problem for the vast majority of Islamic Americans, who already suffer from having their religion equated with hostage taking and terrorism and who mostly reject Farrakhan’s racial isolationism and abuse of other faiths.

He is a problem for some of his adherents, who hear in his speeches black self-love and self-help and who see the Nation of Islam as a force against crime and drugs, bringing order and discipline to neighborhoods with almost none—yet who know that many of their associates hear only hatred in his preachments.

And Farrakhan, still impetuous at 60, is a problem for himself. In private a calm, seemingly rational man yearning for a place among trusted elders of his race, he is apt in public to get carried away on a wave of rhetoric and say things so intemperate, so easily misunderstood—and sometimes not misunderstood—that he thwarts his ambition.

Above all, he is a problem for an America that is increasingly multiracial and multicultural and is consequently in growing need of tolerance and mutual respect. His success underscores two ugly truths of American life. A great many black Americans view their white fellow citizens with anger. And a great many white Americans view their black fellow citizens with fear. Farrakhan’s call for separatism and economic "repara-
### How African Americans See It

#### Which of these descriptions apply to Louis Farrakhan?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Someone who says things the country should hear</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An effective leader</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaks the truth</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good for the black community</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A role model for black youth</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone you personally admire</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A bigot and a racist</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Asked of 364 African Americans familiar with Farrakhan. Sampling error is ± 5%.

#### What is the main problem facing the country today?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment/jobs</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racism/race relations</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of morals/values</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Do you think Farrakhan's opinions and behavior improve relations between blacks and whites in this country?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improvement</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improves</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makes worse</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has no effect</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Do these groups have too much power?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whites</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big corporations</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jews</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholics</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor unions</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Have relations between blacks and Jews got better or worse?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worse</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haven't changed</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From a telephone poll of 503 adult African Americans taken for Time/CNN on Feb. 15-17 by Yankelovich Partners Inc. Sampling error is ± 4.3%.

### Vile Theology of Hatred

Farrakhan's charismatic presence has a powerful allure. In Atlanta a lecture by Farrakhan outdraw a 1992 World Series game the same night. In Los Angeles last October he filled the 16,500-seat Sports Arena. In New York City a December speech by Farrakhan drew 23,000 to the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center. This month in Chicago, when black aldermen needed a celebrity speaker to raise funds for their legal defense in a censorship case, they did not turn to Jackson or Chavis or Fumme but to Farrakhan, the one black man they felt could fill any hall in town. Wherever he presents himself as "a voice for the voiceless," crowds throng to his orations, typically almost three hours long, for entertainment and moral uplift.

What's going on? How can so many blacks take seriously a messenger who spins bogus research into a vile theology of hatred for their fellow Americans, from Asians to Jews to whites of all variety? Plainly, black America sees a very different man from the one white America sees. This dichotomy says much about our country. And it makes trying to understand Farrakhan an urgent, if daunting, task.

### SOME OF FARRAKHAN'S IMPACT IS HIS BOOTSTRAP MESSAGE OF INDEPENDENCE AND SELF-RELIANCE

Says Yvonne Haddad, professor of Islamic history at the University of Massa-
chusetts-Amherst: "Some of the issues that Farrakhan is highlighting are important to the African-American community, and no one else is highlighting them." She cites his success in weakening the prison system as "an inspiration for the community and his charge that white-collar crime is not considered as heinous as other offenses. In meetings with the Congressional Black Caucus, Farrakhan proposed unconventional rehabilitation methods—one member recalls a plan to transport prisoners and addicts to Africa as an alternative to the chaos of the ghetto—and was hailed for offering creative alternatives to standard treatment. Eric Adams, president of New York City's black police organization, the Guardians, says, "Many of our leaders don't have any solutions. We'd rather march and sing. The brother is saying, 'Let's do for ourselves.'"

Another major appeal is the sect's commitment to rehabilitation. The Nation of Islam runs counseling programs for prisoners, drug addicts, alcoholics and street-gang members. This is partly a recruiting tactic. But it can turn around lives. NAACP president Chavis, who played a role in bringing together Farrakhan and the Congressional Black Caucus, sees substance abuse as devastating the black community, and he credits the Nation of Islam's strict code of behavior with providing effective rescue. The issue carries personal urgency for Chavis: he has an alcoholic daughter and a son who was using crack cocaine.

Much of Farrakhan's power comes from the street effectiveness of the Nation of Islam's bow-tied young soldiers. They can be contemptuous of civil liberties—a former Washington chief of police says, "They want to operate outside the law"—but they are undeniably effective at chasing away crime and drugs in communities where nothing else works. Charles Manso has sold ice cream and sundries for 20 years from a battered white truck on a desolate corner in northeast Washington, an area without grocery stores, barbershops, even Laundromats. "There used to be shootings all the time," he says. "Drug dealers used to surround my truck. The Muslims keep them away."

In Chicago a security firm allied with the Nation of Islam already patrols three state-funded housing projects, and has been hired by the Chicago Housing Authority for eight high-rises at Rockwell Gardens. Says Chicago Housing Authority chairman Vincent Lane: "I've seen what black Muslims have done with hardened criminals—they go into the penal system and work with these young men, so when they come out they are no longer on drugs and respect their women and neighbors."

In New York City tenants association president Janet Cole proposed having Nation of Islam members provide security for the 3,100-unit Queensbridge Houses. The plan was blocked by Jewish protest. Says Cole: "I have no desire to become a Muslim. I just want to live, and I want my son to live."

The idea of returning to Islam as the ancestral religion of black Americans dates at least to the early years of this century. Many blacks rejected Christianity as a slave religion—although many, many more continue to practice it today—and were looking for ethnic heritage and pride. Although the early days of the Nation of Islam are murky, the official version is that Wallace D. Fard founded it in Detroit in 1930, allegedly upon arrival from Mecca. He disappeared a few years later and was replaced by Elijah Poole, renamed Elijah Muhammad, who reigned until 1975 over a black nationalist business and religious empire. Among its most celebrated converts was boxer Cassius Clay, later Muhammad Ali.

The sect has long been riven by factionalism. The most celebrated split was the 1964 departure of Malcolm X, who turned to orthodox Islam and was murdered by three of Elijah Muhammad's followers in 1965. While Farrakhan, who joined in 1955, seems to have played no role in the killing, he gave a speech beforehand implying that Malcolm X deserved to die.

Despite its name, the Nation of Islam has never been accepted as valid by the major branches of the religion, in part because it granted its leader the status of prophet. Says Mustafa Malik, director of research of the American Muslim Council: "To be a Muslim, you have to believe that there is only one God and Muhammad is his last Prophet. The Nation of Islam people believe that Elijah Muhammad is the last Prophet. There is nothing in common except that we call ourselves Muslims and they call themselves Muslims." The Nation of Islam is not alone. Several of the 17 or more American black Muslim sects—including one in Atlanta run by the '60s civil rights radical formerly known as H. Rap Brown—depart from orthodoxy.

Elijah was succeeded by his son Wallace, who shifted the movement away from antiwhite anger and toward orthodox Islam. Farrakhan was one of several Nation leaders who resisted Wallace's direction and sought to reconstitute Elijah Muhammad's faith. Eventually he became not only Elijah's ideological heir but also the tenant of his castle—Farrakhan now lives in his ornate, fortress-like home where, as in Eli-
jah’s day, Nation of Islam guards are on constant patrol outside.

That was not the career for which he seemed headed in boyhood as Louis Eugene Walcott in Boston’s Roxbury neighborhood, then beginning its shift from a predominantly Jewish area to a black one. A choirboy at St. Cyprian’s Episcopal Church, he ran relays in track and made his way to Winston-Salem Teachers College in North Carolina, which he attended for two years. But his real gift was for music. He played the violin obsessively, retreating to the bathroom with bow in hand for three to five hours at a stretch. He also sang and played guitar and, after leaving college, appeared on Ted Mack’s Original Amateur Hour and in nightclubs as Calypso Gene or the Charmer. He has said that after hearing Elijah Muhammad speak in 1955, he had a dream in which he was expected to choose between show business and an unknown future—and he chose the unknown.

He did not entirely give up entertaining when he joined the Nation of Islam. During his early years, he wrote and recorded A White Man’s Heaven Is a Black Man’s Hell, a favorite black Muslim anthem. And he still plays the violin between 1 and 3 o’clock most mornings. At his 60th birthday concert

"They Suck the Life from You"

TIME correspondent Sylvester Monroe talked with Farrakhan for 2½ hours last week at his mansion in Chicago. Excerpts:

**TIME:** What is the message that the Nation of Islam is imparting to African Americans?

**Farrakhan:** That God is interested in us, that God has heard our moaning and our groaning under the whip and the lash of our oppressors and has now come to see about us. That’s the appeal.

**TIME:** How does the Nation of Islam take a person who has hit bottom with drugs or alcohol or crime and remake that person?

**Farrakhan:** Well, we can’t do it without the help of God, and we can’t do it until we can reconnect that person to the source of truth and goodness that is Allah.

So once we can reconnect him to God and show him his relationship to God, then you give him the knowledge of himself, his history. So by teaching us our history beyond the cotton fields, beyond our slave history in America, and teaching us our connection to the great rulers of ancient civilizations, the great builders of the pyramids and the great architects of civilization and teaching us our relationship to the father of medicine, the father of law, the father of mathematics and science and religion, this makes us desire now to come up out of our ignorance and achieve the best that we possibly can achieve. And this is what begins to transform the person’s life.

**TIME:** It has sometimes appeared that you were building this sense of self-esteem by putting down another people.

**Farrakhan:** Now the truth of the matter is that white supremacists built a world on that ideology. If that system of white supremacy is based on falsehood, then the truth will attack that system at its foundation and it will begin to tumble down.

Now the truth of the matter is, whites are superior. They are not superior because they are born superior. They are superior because they have been the ruling power, that God has permitted them to rule. They have had the wisdom and the guidance to rule while most of the dark world or the darker people of the world have been, as they have called it, asleep.

Now it’s the awakening of all the darker people of the world, and we are awakening at the level that the white world is now beginning to decline. And this is what Brother Khalid was talking about in his speech; I could not say he’s a liar, [that] he’s wrong, but this should never be taught out of the spirit of mockery.

And so to tear down another people to lift yourself up is not proper. But to tell the truth, to tear down the mind built on a false premise of white supremacy, that is nothing but proper because that will allow whites to relate to themselves as well as to other human beings as human beings.

**TIME:** So what Khalid did, was that wrong?

**Farrakhan:** To me, it is highly improper in that you make a mockery over people. So why should we mock them? Why should we goad them into a behavior that is so easy for them to do harm to black people? And that’s why I rebuked him.

**TIME:** Have Khalid’s remarks damaged your relationship with the mainstream black civil rights leadership?

**Farrakhan:** I don’t feel that we can go down the road to liberation without a John Jacob, without a Jesse Jackson, without a Dorothy Height, without a Coretta Scott King or a Congressional Black Caucus or an N.A.A.C.P.

I mean, I have grown to the point, by God’s grace, that I see...
in Chicago last May, soon to be available on videotape, he played Mendelssohn.

As a soldier in the Fruit of Islam, the Nation’s security force and training vehicle for young men, Farrakhan proved an apt disciple. He became head of the temple in Boston and then, after Malcolm X left, temple head in New York City. By the early 1960s he was prominent in the urban black community. White Americans did not notice him until two decades later.

In the early days of the 1984 presidential campaign of Jesse Jackson, Fruit of Islam guards provided security until the Secret Service took over. Farrakhan was outraged to learn that Jewish militiamen were shadowing Jackson, that he had received death threats and that his family had been harassed—facts confirmed by the FBI. Until then, Farrakhan’s speeches had reviled white people, not only over slavery but also over what he sees as a vast white conspiracy to conceal the glorious past of blacks as the original human race and the founders of most branches of civilization and scholarship. But he had not singled out Jews for special vilification until his Savior’s Day speech that year, when he tried to intimidate Jackson’s harassers: “If you harm this brother, it’ll be the last one you ever harm.”

the value of each and every one of these persons to the overall struggle of our people.

I feel that not only do they have something to offer me, but I have something to offer them. I'm not trying to be mainstream. I don't even know what that is. I don't know whether any black has ever achieved mainstream. But I do know this. I want the unity of black organizations and black leaders that we might form a united front and seriously discuss what we can do to better the condition of our people.

TIME: Has there been any discussion about just that?
Farrakhan: We have never got to the point where we would sit down to open up these kinds of discussions. Unfortunately, there are those who saw in me a poison that would infect that group. And so they used their influence to push that group away from me. Even if they liked me, they could not associate with me for fear of what it would do to them professionally and economically.

So now we have to get to this talk of anti-Semitism. Am I really anti-Semitic? Do I really want extermination of Jewish people? Of course, the answer is no. Now here’s where the problem is. When I am accused of being a Hitler, a black Hitler, because of my oratorical ability and my ability to move people, there is fear that I'm not under control. By the grace of God, I shall never be under the control of those who do not want the liberation of our people. I cannot do that.

The idea is to isolate me, and hopefully, through the media and everybody calling me a hater, a racist, an anti-Semite, that I would just dry up and go away.

Now they have done this for 10 years, and I have not gone away. Now fortunately or unfortunately, they have forced other black leaders into silence on the basic issues of race and color and economics, and Farrakhan now has emerged as the voice that speaks to the hurt of our people.

Now I’m going to come to something that may get me in a lot of trouble. But I've got to speak the truth. What is a bloodsucker? When they land on your skin, they suck the life from you to sustain their life.

In the '20s and '30s and '40s up into the '50s, the Jews were the primary merchants in the black community. Wherever we were, they were. What was their role? We bought food from them; we bought clothing from them; we bought furniture from them; we rented from them. So if they made profit from us, then from our life they drew life and came to strength. They turned it over to the Arabs, the Koreans and others, who are there now doing what? Sucking the lifeblood of our own community.

Every black artist, or most of them who came to prominence, who are their managers, who are their agents? Does the agent have the talent or the artist? But who reaps the benefits? Come on. We die penniless and broke, but somebody else is sucking from us. Who surrounds Michael Jackson? Is it us? See, Brother, we got to look at what truth is. You throw it out there as if to say this is some of the same old garbage that was said in Europe. I don’t know about no garbage said in Europe.

But I know what I'm seeing in America. And I see that black people, Sylvester, in the intellectual fields and professional fields are not going to be free until there is a new relationship with the Jewish community, then I feel that what I'm saying has to ultimately break that relationship. Just like they felt it was not necessary to break my relationship with the Black Caucus, I feel it absolutely necessary to break the old relationship of the black intellectual and professional with the Jewish community and restructure it along lines of reciprocity, along lines of fairness and equity.

TIME: How much does this black/Jewish controversy actually wind up hurting black people?
Farrakhan: I did not recognize the degree to which Jews held control over black professionals, black intellectuals, black entertainers, black sports figures; Khalid did not lie when he said that.

My ultimate aim is the liberation of our people. So if we are to be liberated, it’s good to see the hands that are holding us. And we need to sever those hands from holding us that we may be a free people, that we may enter into a better relationship with them than we presently have.

So yes, in one sense it’s a loss, but in the ultimate sense it’s a gain. Because when I saw that, I recognized that the black man will never be free until we address the problem of the relationship between blacks and Jews.

TIME: If you could tell the readers of TIME magazine anything you want to tell them about Farrakhan or the Nation of Islam, what would you say to them, or do you even care?
Farrakhan: Of course I care.

I would hope that the American people and black people would give us a chance to speak to them not on a 30-second sound bite or not even through TIME magazine or any other white-managed magazine or newspaper but allow us to come to the American people to state our case.

I would hope that before the House of Representatives or the Senate will follow the advice of others to do things to hurt the Nation of Islam and our efforts in America at reforming our people, that you would invite us before the Senate or before members of the House of Representatives to question me and us on anything that I have ever said in the past.

And if they can show me that I’m a racist or an anti-Semite, with all of the legal brilliance that’s in the government, and I, from that lofty place, will apologize to the world for misrepresenting what I believed to be the truth.
Heard out of context, the speech seemed to be an unprovoked threat. Once he was interpreted as anti-Semitic, Farrakhan reacted with invective that removed any doubt, labeling Judaism "a gutter religion," Israel "an outlaw state" and Hitler "a very great man" ("wickedly great," he later explained). Since then, Farrakhan claims, he has found his path blocked by Jews in numerous and unanticipated ways. The most costly, he says, came in 1986 when Jewish distributors, angry about his slurs, effectively torpedoed his plans for Nation of Islam cosmetics and toiletries sold under the Clean & Fresh label. Major black-hair-care companies, including Johnson Products Co. in Chicago, agreed to manufacture Nation of Islam products, then backed off, Farrakhan says. Company owner George E. Johnson contends his dealers told him that any dealings with Farrakhan's firm would lead to having his own products boycotted. "When I saw that," Farrakhan says, "I recognized that the black man will never be free until we address the relationship between blacks and Jews."

As recently as last summer, however, Farrakhan seemed to be taking a softer line. According to Representative Major Owens of Brooklyn, a Congressional Black Caucus member, Farrakhan proposed that the caucus serve as an intermediary between himself and the Jewish community. He did not indicate what he wanted to tell them, but he did insist that he wanted peace, that he had been seeking a dialogue. Yet in November when top aide Khalid Abdul Muhammad made a venom-soaked speech at New Jersey's Keen College, a state-funded school, Farrakhan rebuked him only for his "mockery" and said he could not disavow the anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic and anti-gay "truths" his aide had spoken. Indeed, Farrakhan repeated some of them in an interview with Time last week.

Perhaps because of the turbulent and occasionally violent history of his and other black Muslim sects, both Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam are secretive, verging on paranoid. When correspondent Sylvester Monroe arrived at Farrakhan's Chicago mansion last week, aides searched Monroe as he came in, again when he returned from a brief trip to his car and once more as he entered a Nation of Islam school—even though he had been accompanied from the moment he left Farrakhan's home by the same aide who had searched him before. Simply to attend a service at the Nation of Islam Temple No. 7 in New York City, reporter Sharondion Epperson was frisked and her pens were examined to see whether they concealed knives. Nation of Islam women also checked her lipstick, compact and wallet. Questions about such basics as the group's size—estimated at 30,000 to 200,000 members—and budget are routinely deflected, as are questions about the family life and background of Farrakhan and his aides.

He is so protected that it is hard to be sure, but he seems scrupulous about following dictates of conventional Islam—no pork, no alcohol—plus his sect's own rule of only one meal a day, an extension of the daytime fasting during conventional Islam's month of Ramadan. He speaks fluent Arabic, as he demonstrated by performing an Islamic prayer call in Syria while accompanying Jackson on a mission to secure the release of downed U.S. airmen Robert Goodman in 1984. His mansion mingles massive concrete panels with delicate stained glass, marble floors, crystal chandeliers and a fountain between the living and dining rooms. But he shares it with several aides as well as his wife of 36 years, Khadijah (formerly Betsy), and some of their nine children.

The sect has mosques or temples in 120 cities. All ministers are appointed by Farrakhan. Male recruits earn their way up in the Fruit of Islam, where they are given military-style stripes and ranks but do not carry weapons. In contrast to Martin Luther King Jr.'s Christian invocation to turn the other cheek, however, Nation of Islam leaders favor vigorous self-defense.

In addition to "manhood training" classes to learn the history of the black man, the code of discipline of the Nation of Islam and rules about how to behave and dress (coat and bow tie at virtually all times), men must prove themselves by selling the sect's newspaper, the Final Call, on street corners. Their sales totals directly affect their standing. In some cities, recruits still sell the group's trademark bean pies.

Fruit of Islam members often appear mild-mannered, yet they simmer with antiwhite rage. Sharod Baker, a Columbia sophomore involved with the Nation since he was 14, is a diligent student and former volunteer tutor. His mother remembers his adolescent anger when he first joined the sect, but she believes he outgrew it. Friends remark on how he differs from the hostile image of the Fruit of Islam. But when his mother and friends are not around, Baker admits his fury at whites is unrelenting. "I don't think there's anything wrong with saying I hate them. They have caused me harm over and over, and I wish they were dead." Farrakhan's preaching, Baker says, reinforces his resentments.

"His point is to make you angry so maybe you'll be motivated to change things."

Nation of Islam women are expected to emphasize housework and child rearing and to dress "modestly. (Whereas they must be covered even in August, pants are sometimes permitted.) When religious services are crowded, it is not unknown for women to be asked to give up seats to men and listen via loudspeaker in another room.

The Nation of Islam operates restau-
said it would violate their rule of ensuring administrators two weeks’ notice of such
appearances. He will have two broader op-
portunities to redeem himself, however, on
Arsenio Hall’s syndicated TV talk show Fri-
day and in his annual Savior’s Day speech
in Chicago on Feb. 27. Many moderate
black leaders hope, like Chavis, that Farra-
khon will edge toward them, partly be-
cause of the good the Nation of Islam does
and partly because no one but Farrakhan
so effectively addresses the anger of young
black men.

In his interview last week, Far-
rahkon acknowledged his isola-
tion: “I don’t have a personal rela-
tionship with any black civil rights
leader. Rev Jackson is the only
person I have socialized with, been
in his home, sat at his table. Every other
civil rights leader I have had occasion to
meet, I have an acquaintance with. I don’t
pick up the phone and call any one of
them.”

To get closer to them, Farrakhan must
abandon his racist doctrine. But can he?
Apart from his historical beliefs about Jews
and business frustrations he believes were
caused by them, he may feel a compulsion
to voice slurs. The more cynical view is that
he engages in bigotry because it brings him
attention.

The pivotal question is whether the ap-
peal of the Nation of Islam—and of Farrak-
han—is separable from his invective of
hate. Leaders throughout history have
found it is often easier to succumb to dema-
gouery, to define a single scapegoat and
offer a single solution to life’s ills, especially
when proposing self-restraint and sacri-
ifice. Would young people choose the hard
way of Islam without the zealotry of sepa-
ratism and resentment? Could Farrakhan
fill the seats of big-city convention centers
if he stopped offering the allure of the
outrageous, the unpredictable, the unspeak-
able spoken out loud? Perhaps the answer
to both questions is yes. Perhaps even if the
answer is no, the Nation of Islam would
have a brighter future if it stepped away
from hatred. “Farrakhan faces a choice,”
says Harvard’s Gates. “Does he want to be
remembered as a great leader, someone
who underwent transformation, like Mal-
colm X? Or does he want to be remem-
bered as one more demagogue?”

The path of reform and reconciliation
takes courage—and the more power is at
stake, the more courage it takes. If his
moves in recent months mean anything
more than tactical maneuvering, Farra-
khon has his chances this week for healing.
But his courage for change has already
been tested once in recent weeks. And he
flinched. —Reported by Ann Blackman and Julie
Johnson/Washington, Sharon E. Epperson/New
York and Sylvester Monroe/Chicago
The Rift Between Blacks and Jews

When Louis Farrakhan’s aide Khalid Abdul Muhammad spoke to students at Kean College in New Jersey, he blamed the Holocaust on its victims and attacked Jews for “sucking our blood in the black community.” It was not only the November speech but the reaction to it from Jewish and black leaders that set off charges of complicity and double standards. TIME asked six leading writers and scholars to comment on Farrakhan, his message and the strained relationship between blacks and Jews.
obscene. In this century, however, this country has challenged its black citizens precisely as it has challenged its Jewish citizens. The political and philosophical procedures of America have derailed both these groups, and not only these groups, to take yes for an answer.

Taking yes for an answer is not as easy as it sounds. It means celebrating individual experience even as you celebrate collective memory; acknowledging the changes of the present in full, learned sight of the unchanging cruelties of the past; believing in politics, and pitting politics against the lachrymosities of culture. For groups that have suffered extremely, as blacks and Jews have suffered, taking yes for an answer may even be experienced as a form of betrayal. And so, in such groups, the improvement of life will be a great opportunity for the mongerers of guilt, and for those who flog their own brethren with ideals of authenticity to prevent them from recognizing the reality of progress.

 Farrakhan and the other racists in the black community (and they are not all figures of the margin, and many of them flourish in popular culture) are precisely such mongerers and such floggers. Their chilling thesis is that the similarity between the black past in America and the black present in America is greater than the difference. For the past hundred years or so, the Jews have also had to contend with such a thesis about their own modernity. If they are more secure than they have ever been, in America and (for different reasons) in Israel, it is because they repudiated that thesis, not without bitter internecine battle, and because they made themselves ready in their own self-interest for the costs of change.

 America represented a revolution in Jewish experience, and the Jews wisely assented to the revolution. But there has also occurred another revolution in this country, more recently, in the name of civil rights. Can anybody any longer doubt that America, most comprehensively in the realms of law and politics, has repented of its repulsive treatment of blacks? Indeed, the contemporary troubles of the inner cities are so painful precisely because they are taking place after, and not before, the civil rights revolution. But even those troubles are not great enough to justify a denial of the revolution. Farrakhan speaks for such a denial. It is grimly amusing to watch black politicians who owe their distinction to the new dispensation flitting with this teacher of the old, with this peddler of reaction.

 There is no law of American history according to which all its minorities will forever be friends. To be sure, some of the conflicts between blacks and Jews have been false; but a false comity is not much better than a false conflict. Not every fight is the result of misunderstanding. There are fights that are the result of understanding. In the wake of the latest Farrakhan flap, the positions of many black leaders are more clearly understood. In some cases, this is for the better. In many cases, it is for the better. We do not need to honor each other as brothers. We need to honor each other as citizens.

 We Need to Do Some Work

 By Thulani Davis
 Novelist, playwright, currently teaching at Barnard College

 "Which side are you on?" writer Budd Schulberg asked his friend, the writer James Baldwin, 30 years ago. Some black leaders, he noted, specifically Elijah Muhammad, then leader of the Nation of Islam, thought it was "too late for American whites." So where did Baldwin, a "celebrated Negro spokesman," stand? "On Elijah Muhammad's side or what you call my sloppy liberal—interracial side?"

 The question put to Baldwin is, of course, today being put to African-American political and religious leaders, writers and columnists, college instructors and rap artists, and many others who routinely speak before the public. A New York Times columnist has said he's prepared to go to "war, to call all African-American intellectuals on the carpet to prove they are not anti-Semites. And many of us are appalled because most of us, as Baldwin said then, have never been "even vaguely tempted" by Muhammad's racist theories.

 The question also attempts to set the terms of the discussion, to base a discussion of racial conflict only on African-American xenophobia. Like all litmus tests, this one is reductive and promotes self-defense rather than thought and disclosure. Black anti-Semitism, which does exist, along with any specific analysis of historical issues between blacks and Jews, remains a complex area that African Americans do not even feel comfortable to debate in public. Some who might give black views on our separate and unequal assimilation in America and our unequal positions today with regard to opportunity, respect and power are quiet. Many believe that in such a delicate public discussion it is dangerous to risk having words taken out of context, ideas abbreviated into unrecognizable and harmful sound bites. They are fearful that to take up the issue at all is to run the risk of being branded an anti-Semite and a pariah. If the issue is used simply to identify enemies, few will step forward.

 The fear of black anti-Semitism is not just a fear of the creeping acceptability of hate that creates holocausts—a legitimate fear we all should have. But the recent reaction to the demagoguery of Minister Louis Farrakhan is part of a larger, very American fear of black hate. This is a phantom dreamed up by people who knew what slavery ought to have created long before Nat Turner struck out with his heartless blade. Black hate, though, is only a new wrinkle in the increasingly negative portrayal of blacks as a whole. Since the Reagan Administration's rollback of civil rights, African Americans have consistently been brought to the American public as predators—street thugs and welfare hustlers, inveterate whiners, cynical, pathological. And because the fear is omnipresent, passed on to each group of new immigrants settling in the big cities of America, each of us who is the dark Other constantly has to prove we are not its realization, not carrying Nat's blade.

 Our spiritual and moral traditions have
always condemned the persecution of difference. But the young people who run into the well-dressed brothers on the street hawking the Nation of Islam’s paper do not know about the intimate cooperative work done by blacks and Jews in the era roughly spanning the life of W.E.B. Du Bois, from the days of immigration from Europe to the days leading up to the march on Washington in 1963. They do not know much about slavery or the Holocaust in Europe. But Minister Farrakhan is there. He says he cares what happens to them, a simple statement rarely made. Most of those who exhort him are afraid to set foot in the neighborhoods where the Nation’s teaching is readily available.

Minister Farrakhan’s pat formulations of our troubles sound like the scapegoating diatribes of haters here and elsewhere, because they are soothing drinks drawn from the same well. Anyone who really wants to deal with the impact of Minister Farrakhan had better start standing on the same corners he stands on, going in the same doors.

We are still allowing people who are not in touch with the problems to dictate the terms of the discussion. Most of us have been sitting stunned on the sidelines as families, schools, churches, neighborhoods, libraries, youth clubs, grocery stores, fire stations and hospitals broke apart, were shut down or just disappeared. We need some serious and open discussion on racism, hate speech and bias crimes held at ground level, such as in the nation’s public schools. We need to do some work.

Why Did Blacks Turn on Jews?

By Midge Decter
Fellow at the Institute on Religion and Public Life

ANTI-SEMITIC GUTTER talk is something that has always been a part of the fabric of American life. The recent upsurge in hate crimes targeting Jews has raised questions about whether this is a sign of increasing anti-Semitism in society.

Most of the major organs of white opinion, in their coverage of even the most odious kind of triaging of the Jews by blacks, take a putatively “neutral” position—suggesting, for instance, that there might be some black on both sides, or inappropriately invoking the principle of freedom of speech.

No, the truly interesting issue surrounding black anti-Semitism has to do with the blacks. For one thing, why, of all people, the Jews? What is to be gained by blacks—what in the way of genuine strength, energy, sense of possibility, self-respect—in taking up so old and rusty a cudgel? Very little, one might suppose, if what they were actually pursuing were such necessities as energy, possibility and self-respect. Anti-Semitism does, however, provide the blacks with a simulacrum of toughness—of all the people they might hit, the Jews are least likely to exact equal retribution—and as evidenced on every street corner and schoolyard in the inner city, where real strength feels out of reach, toughness will have to do.

Minister Farrakhan and his imitators claim to be offering a new kind of strength and discipline to their flock, but they are in fact merely rearranging the terms of servitude: Get off drugs, and get yourself a suit, and you can have your own job, and you can have your own car, and you can have your own place to live. The really loving advice to Farrakhan’s minions would be, throw away that Jewish crutch, which only weakens your muscles. You can very well make it on your own. Just try it and you’ll see.

How Do We Fight Xenophobia?

By Cornell West
Professor of Religion at Princeton University and author of Race Matters

THE FUNDAMENTAL ISSUE regarding the unadulterated bigotry of Khalid Abdul Muhammad, the anti-Semitic claims of Minister Louis Farrakhan and the vicious demonization of both black Islamic fellow citizens by the mainstream media is—how do we talk about and fight all forms of xenophobia in American life? So far, we
have failed miserably. Instead we have become even more polarized, owing to our distrust of one another and our flagrant disregard for the transformative possibilities of high-quality public conversation.

Let us go back to the beginning of this sad episode, namely, Minister Louis Farrakhan's remarks about Hitler, Judaism and the link of Jewish power to black social misery. Most Americans believe Minister Farrakhan praised Adolf Hitler and, by implication, condoned the evils done to the Jewish people. Yet this is simply wrong. As Minister Farrakhan has noted on many occasions, his statement that Hitler was "wickedly great"—like Alexander, Caesar, Napoleon and Stalin—meant that Hitler was famous for his peregruous ability to conquer, destroy and dominate others. Furthermore, Hitler hated black people with great passion. And given Minister Farrakhan's devotion to the cause of black freedom, he would not claim that Hitler was morally great. Nevertheless, the mainstream press portrayed Minister Farrakhan as a Nazi—that is, a devil in our midst. Surely, if we believe Minister Farrakhan was morally wrong to have once held that whites were devils, it is wrong of us to believe he is a devil.

His obsession with connecting black social misery to Jewish power, including his ugly characterization of Judaism as a "gutter religion" used to legitimate the state of Israel at the expense of Palestinians, is vintage anti-Semitic ideology. Judaism—like any religion—can be used for good or bad. His claim that Jews owned 75% of enslaved Africans in this country at a time when there were about 4 million black slaves and 5,000 Jewish slaveholders reveals this obsession. In fact, in 1861, Jews constituted roughly 0.2% of Southerners (20,000 out of 9 million) and 0.3% of slaveholders (5,000 out of 1,937,025).

Minister Farrakhan may be rightly upset that anti slavery activism was not predominant among the 150,000 Jews then in America, or that there is no record of any Southern rabbi who publicly criticized slavery—but there were militant Jewish abolitionists (including Northern rabbis) such as Issidor Busch, Michael Helprin, Rabbi David Einhorn and August Bondi (who fought with John Brown). The expulsion of Jews from Tennessee by Ulysses S. Grant's Order No. 11 in 1862 and new waves of poor East European Jews would yield a more antiracist activism among American Jewry. But even though Minister Farrakhan's anti-Semitic claims are false and harmful, this does not mean that he is a Nazi or that he has a monopoly on anti-Semitism in America.

If we are to engage in a serious dialogue about blacks and Jews, and how best to fight xenophobia, we must not cast all anti-Semitic statements as pro-Nazi ones, vilify black anti-Semites and soft-pedal white anti-Semites (or Jewish antiblack or anti-Arab racists) or overlook the role of some Jewish conservatives as defenders of policies that contribute to black social misery.

We cannot proceed if we assume the worst of each other—that the majority of black people are unreconstructed anti-Semites or that the majority of Jews are plotting conspiracies to destroy black people. I have great faith and confidence in the moral wisdom of most blacks and Jews in regard to vulgar racist bigotry—but our communities are shot through with more subtle forms. This is why it is incumbent upon blacks and Jews to fight all forms of xenophobia even as we try to alleviate the pov-

The Real Crisis Is Selfishness
By Michael Lerner
Editor, Tikkun: A Bimonthly Jewish Critique of Politics, Culture and Society

I DON'T GET SO UPSET BY Farrakhan and the other punks who run around the country getting famous by stirring up black anti-Semitism, even though I detest them, think their movements should be ostracized by the black community, and find obnoxious the lies they spew out.

It's not that I think Jews are so secure that we could never be endangered by this kind of thing. Anti-Semitism in America has never been publicly confronted or its underlying assumptions challenged. The average educated person knows much more about the fallacies in standard racist fantasies about blacks than about notions that Jews control the wealth and the media, that Zionism is colonialism, or that Jews aren't "really" an oppressed group because they are financially secure in the U.S. Because most Americans identify as Christians, and Christianity has been the major perpetrator of anti-Semitism over the past 2,000 years, this culture has never been willing to examine the fallacies of anti-Semitism, because too many people still hold on to them.

Nor is it that I think black anti-Semitism is inconsequential. Not only should blacks be publicly denouncing Farrakhan's anti-Semitism and homophobia, they ought to be mobilizing every black church, radio station, newspaper, politician, businessman, entertainer, sports hero and media star to confront and ostracize anti-Semitism and homophobia in the African-American community.

So why don't I get more worked up about Farrakhan? Three reasons:

First, I can't stand the hypocrisy from a white media and white establishment that does everything it can to exploit and degrade blacks, then looks on in pretended horror when pathologies start to develop in the black community.

Second, I can't stand the hypocrisy coming from some in the Jewish world who for decades have used the Holocaust and the history of our very real oppression as an excuse to deny our own racism toward
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blacks or Palestinians. In our frantic attempts to make it in America, we not only fixed our noses and straightened our hair and learned to talk more softly and genteelly to be acceptable to WASP culture, but we also began to buy the racist assumptions of this society and to forget our own history of oppression. Jewish neoconservatives at Commentary magazine and Jewish neoconservatives at the New Republic have helped the assault on affirmative action (despite the fact that one of its greatest beneficiaries has been Jewish women), have blamed the persistence of racism on the victims’ culture of poverty; and have delighted in the prospect of throwing black women and children off welfare as soon as possible.

But the third and most important reason I can’t get exercised about Farrakhan is because to do so distracts us from the deep underlyng crisis of meaning in American society—that is, the extent to which people are in so much pain that they are willing to seek any kind of anesthetic, from drugs and alcohol to communities based on fascism and racism.

Reacting against the selfishness and materialism that are sanctified by the competitive market—and that undermine our ability to sustain loving relationships—people hunger for communities of meaning that provide ethical and spiritual purpose. They are offered instead a myriad of nationalistic, religious or racial pseudo-communities that never challenge the “look out for No. 1” mentality of the market. So people soon find that their daily lives at work or in family life are just as empty as ever.

To explain why their lives don’t feel better, these communities pick a demonized Other who is supposedly responsible. Typically, Christian-based societies have chosen the Jews, though in the U.S. it has been African Americans and, more recently, homosexuals and feminists, who become the demonized Other.

Anti-Semitism and racism can only be undermined when we develop a politics of meaning that speaks to this alienation and provides a direction for healing the wounds generated by a society based on selfishness and materialism. One tragic irony of black anti-Semitism is how easily it becomes yet another justification for some Americans to declare themselves “disillusioned” with the oppressed. So they succumb to the allure of American selfishness, lower their taxes by cutting social programs for the poor, and shut their eyes to the suffering of others.

Should racism expressed by African Americans be openly repudiated by other African Americans?

Some argue that at least with respect to whites, African Americans cannot be racist because, as a group, they lack the power to subordinate whites. Among other failings, this theory ignores nitty-gritty realities. Regardless of the relative strength of African-American and Jewish communities in New York City, the African Americans who beat Jews in Crown Heights for racially motivated reasons were, at that moment, sufficiently powerful to subordinate their victims. This theory, moreover, wrongly ignores the plain fact that African Americans—as judges, teachers, mayors, police officers, members of Congress and army officers—increasingly occupy positions of power and influence from which they could, if so minded, tremendously damage clients, co-workers, dependents and, beyond, the society as a whole.

Others deny the need for African Americans to repudiate openly other African Americans who express antiwhite or antisemitic sentiments. They maintain that public repudiations of this sort undermine African-American unity, sap the group’s morale and consequently weaken it before a hostile society. They are mistaken. At the moment, an excess of conformity is far more dangerous than an excess of dissonance to the well-being of the African-American community.

A paucity of searching, highly public scrutiny of African-American leadership has had a disastrous effect on the tone of African-American political culture, rendering it vulnerable to the moral slackness that often develops when people feel free of accountability.

At the same time, there are others for whom the latest controversy has provided an opportunity for distancing themselves from Farrakhan and reaffirming publicly their allegiance to humane values. Reacting thus is not only morally correct; it also makes good, practical political sense. African-American leaders suffer enough without compounding the difficulties they face by besmirching—as some seem intent upon doing—one of their diminishing but still important assets: a widespread sense that they continue to occupy the moral high ground as custodians of the civil rights revolution.

Many have noted that while writers and political leaders resolutely denounced Muhammad’s ravings, few initially paid any serious attention to Senator Ernest F. Hollings’ demeaning slur against African diplomats in December when he alluded to them as cannibals. The Senate unanimously condemned Muhammad, who is highly unlikely ever to exercise any appreciable amount of governmental power. Yet, when called upon to react to the nasty aspersions of one of their colleagues, many Senators sought refuge in all manner of evasion. The exposure of this double standard will, unfortunately, be used by some as an excuse to avoid confronting Farrakhan’s bigotry. But for others, the exposure will spur them to be more demanding and even-handed in their response to unjustified prejudices of all sorts.

---
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NEWS ABOUT MIGRAINE
MIGRAINE DOESN’T HAVE TO MEAN MISSING OUT ON LIFE.

What hurt worse than my migraines was missing time with Carrie. But now we do so much more together since I saw my doctor.

Music is my life. And a migraine would stop me cold. I put off calling the doctor. But when I finally did, I couldn’t believe all the help I got.

BEFORE YOUR NEXT MIGRAINE
Migraines and deadlines don’t mix. So I saw my doctor. What surprised me was how much my doctor could do for me.

Since I saw my doctor about my migraines, I can make all the vacation plans I want. And keep them.

Today, thanks to new medical research, doctors have a better understanding of migraines. They know that a migraine is more than just a “bad headache.” It has a unique set of biological causes and physical symptoms.

These symptoms include at least two of the following: pain on one side of the head, throbbing pain, pain that’s moderate to severe, pain that’s aggravated by activity. Migraine symptoms also include one of the following: sensitivity to light and/or sound, or nausea with or without vomiting.

Doctors also have a better insight into how much a migraine can affect you and everyone around you. Today doctors can diagnose migraine better; and they can provide treatment programs that are surprisingly effective.

Now you can live more of the life you want. But only a doctor can give you the whole story.
Call your doctor today.
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Take That! And That!
With a threat of sanctions, the U.S. tries to tighten the screws on Japan without starting a trade war

By RICHARD LACAYO

If posturing and tough talk were all it took to remedy the U.S.-Japan trade gap, everything would be fine by now. The grumpy Feb. 11 encounter in Washington between Bill Clinton and Japanese Prime Minister Morihito Hosokawa has produced a surplus of bluster. "We will not modify our position," Hosokawa warned afterward. "It's just not acceptable for the United States to continue on the same path." Clinton warned back last week. But as both sides grumbled, they tried to keep the brinkmanship within bounds. "The intent and fact are to be measured and calm about this," insisted a White House official, even as others waved fists at Japan.

Scarce was Hosokawa settled back in Tokyo than the White House struck. It announced that Japan had failed to comply with previous trade agreements by denying Motorola fair access to Japan's cellular-phone market. "This is a clear-cut and serious case of a failure by Japan to live up to its commitments," said U.S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor. He promised that within a month his office would publish a list of Japanese companies that would be punished—probably through tariffs—if the situation is not remedied. One day later, Washington's case was bolstered by new Commerce Department figures showing that the trade deficit with Japan rose nearly 24% last year, to a record $59.3 billion.

The Japanese made their own threat to fight any sanctions by accusing the U.S. of a "betrayal of trust" in multinational negotiations to reduce tariffs. But even as the Japanese were applauding Hosokawa's refusal to cave in to Clinton, his government was calculating how to avoid a fight. Early in the week, Tokyo was unnerved when the yen rose about 6% against the dollar while Washington stood by with arms folded. The upward pressure came from speculators counting on the U.S. to encourage a stronger yen to make American products cheaper in Japan. Because that would also cut into the profits of beleaguered Japanese companies that sell abroad, a 5% drop in the Japanese stock market quickly followed.

Tokyo scrambled to propose conciliatory measures to promote imports, speed deregulation, break down monopolies and open up government purchasing to outsiders—a standard litany that Washington wasn't buying. And the Japanese gave no sign of willingness to compromise on the core U.S. demand that their progress in opening markets should be measured by "objective criteria"—in effect, guaranteeing that competitive products get a share of the market.

The cellular-phone problem illustrates how even the most competitive American products—Motorola claims 40% of the global cellular market—can be tripped up in Japan. In 1987, when it privatized the national phone company, Nippon Telegraph & Telephone, Japan's government divided the country into two cellular-phone regions, with NTT operating in both and one fully private competitor in each. Though it has flourished elsewhere in Japan, Motorola maintains that it has been handicapped in the Tokyo-Nagoya corridor, the most profitable of the two areas, where its phones are incompatible with the NTT transmitting system.

As part of an agreement to give Motorola "comparable market access"—reached in 1989 after Washington threatened reprisals—the Japanese government provided the company a slice of the cellular-phone bandwidth in the Tokyo-Nagoya region. There was a catch: Motorola's new transmitting equipment would have to be installed by IDO, the wholly private cellular operator in that area. Called upon to build facilities for a competitor, IDO dragged its feet. In 1992, at Motorola's request, Washington sought and gained a follow-up agreement to speed construction.

Last summer Motorola again protested the slow pace, leading the White House back to bargaining with Japan. The U.S. wants guarantees that the new system will be up two years earlier than IDO's projected completion date in March 1997. In the view of IDO president Takeo Tsukada, that would lead his still profitable company to "certain bankruptcy." Motorola says anything less would keep it out of the cellular boom expected to start in April, when new regulations permit Japanese consumers to own phones instead of just renting them. Tokyo, meanwhile, insists that the remaining tangles are just a business dispute between private companies. "Washington is asking us to guarantee Motorola's business," complains a Japanese official.

Cellular phones are just one of 31 areas covered by trade agreements that the U.S. could use as gauges of Japanese intransigence and then retaliate. "It's not our desire to be provocative," says a White House official. "But the status quo cannot continue." Neither can the present standoff, without the danger of a more serious confrontation that nobody wants. Now, does anybody here know how to just dabble in a trade war?

—Reported by James Carney/Washington and Edward W. Desmond/Tokyo
Chevy congratulates Sterling Marlin, winner of the Daytona 500. We hope you enjoyed watching this year’s running of the Daytona 500. In all the excitement, you probably didn’t notice all the Chevy engineers who had a hand in “dialing in” the winning car. Armed with more victories on the Winston Cup Circuit than any other car company in the last 10 years,
Chevy held a meeting in Daytona.

our engineers have the quick-thinking and problem-solving skills that it takes to design better cars for the street. And by proving themselves on our cars at Daytona, there won’t be a whole lot left for them to prove when they get their hands on yours. No car company has won more races over the last thirty years than Chevrolet.
**DEFENSE**

**Up from the Depths**

**Why is the Navy off course? Some experts contend that too many recent chiefs were submariners.**

As the Tailhook sexual-assault scandal drove him into early retirement from the Navy, Admiral Frank Kelso last week sought to overhaul his image. The Navy’s top officer claimed that during his nearly four years at the helm, he had helped rid the service of its tolerance for abusive attitudes toward women. If anyone treats women as did the drunken, groping aviators at the Tailhook convention 2½ years ago, Kelso blustered at a press conference, “they’re not going to be in this man’s Navy.”

In fact, his legacy is a Navy still straining to accommodate women, homosexuals and members of racial minorities. At the same time, the Navy’s reputation has been battered by the investigations into Tailhook and cheating by midshipmen at the Naval Academy in Annapolis. Some naval officers and military experts note that the Navy’s recent problems have come under a series of chiefs—from James Watkins in 1982 to Carlisle Trost in 1986 to Kelso—who arose from the aloof and secretive submarine fleet. Submarine commanders usually are trained as engineers and are not renowned for their people skills. Presiding over crews of 155 or fewer highly screened men hasn’t prepared the Navy’s recent leaders to grapple with modern personnel problems. Kelso and other submariners “didn’t have the leadership challenges that surface-warfare officers had,” agrees Senator John McCain of Arizona, a retired Navy pilot.

The Navy hasn’t been run by a purebred surface-ship captain—whose sailors make up the bulk of its force—since Elmo Zumwalt left the job a generation ago. “When you go a long period of time without having a surface-fleet CNO, then it becomes a very serious morale problem for that vast segment of the Navy,” Zumwalt says.

Early speculation was that President Clinton would name Admiral Jeremy (“Mike”) Boorda, a surface-warfare officer, as CNO. Unlike all 24 CNOS who came before, Boorda, a high school dropout, never attended the Naval Academy. As the Navy personnel chief from 1988 to 1991, he drafted a plan that allowed the Navy, unlike other services, to shrink dramatically without firing personnel. But an Administration official said Saturday that Clinton might prefer to keep Boorda in his sensitive Naples post, where he has been planning the possible NATO bombing campaign against the Serbs. If so, the next CNO is likely to be Admiral Charles Larson, the Pentagon’s Pacific commander—a Naval Academy graduate who would be the fourth submariner in a row to run the Navy. [By Mark Thompson/ Washington]

---

**THE BUDGET**

**Ducking the Homeless Bill**

**The White House shies from a fiscal trade-off**

Neglect of the homeless was one Reagan-Bush legacy Bill Clinton angrily promised to change. Last spring the President ordered three members of his Cabinet to study the problem and propose bold solutions. Last week they did, in a private report to the White House that concluded that the nation’s homeless population may have totaled as many as 7 million in the late 1980s—far higher than any current estimate. The report, signed by Housing and Urban Development Secretary Henry Cisneros, Health and Human Services’ Donna Shalala and Veterans Affairs chief Jesse Brown, proposed spending large new sums on subsidized housing, mental health and other programs.

All well and good—except the document dodges the issue of how to finance such a plan or even how to estimate what it may cost. This was a curious oversight inasmuch as the same report specifically targets a rich source of funds: the billions of dollars in mortgage-interest tax deductions granted to the wealthiest one-fifth of American families.

The tax code, notes the report, grants middle- and upper-class Americans more in housing subsidies than poor people get, at a cost of $41 billion last year—85% of which went to the most affluent taxpayers. But the report makes no proposal for changing the mortgage-interest tax deduction.

Officials deny they are avoiding a tough political choice. “We talk about it, but we don’t say, ‘Let’s take on the middle class because it will never happen,’” says an Administration official. “The middle-class mortgage deduction is a major economic generator. And if you slowed the economy because you reduced mortgage deductions, who did you really help? Nobody.”

That argument begs the point. The issue: whether the Administration is willing to limit those deductions for Americans who can afford half-million-dollar homes and second homes.

---

Nowhere to go: And no idea how to pay for programs.
CITIES

Down in the Big Queasy

The treasury is strapped, business is stalled, crime is up. New Orleans’ bon temps have rolled away.

BY RICHARD WOODBURY NEW ORLEANS

Even by New Orleans’ lusty standards for revelry, last week’s finale to weeks of Mardi Gras merrymaking was an epic blowout. There were John Bobbitt minxes, a Tonya Harding on roller skates with a baseball bat, and vendors peddling condom keychains. The 10-hour parade was viewed by 1 million revelers who overflowed hotels and French Quarter restaurants. As grateful merchants totted up the $10 million infusion, wailed for the first time by a riverboat casino, tourism commission spokeswoman Bev erly Gianna pronounced it “a grand and glorious party.”

But beyond earshot of the festivities were the sounds of a city falling apart. In Gert Town, a 13-square-block Warren of ramshackle cottages and abandoned apartments, crack deals were made as children played amid broken glass and litter. As night fell, there and across the city streets emptied and residents treated behind double-locked doors and iron gates.

The mounting fear of violence in the Big Easy is no idle perception. The murder count last year hit a record 389, a 36% jump over 1992. Other serious crime is causing alarm as it becomes more brazen and frequent: smash-and-grab assaults on motorists at stoplights, robberies of French Quarter tourists. Bob Tucker, a computer-services executive, shot an intruder who jumped him in the driveway of his fenced home as he left for work one morning. Says Tucker: “Crime is out of control and everywhere.”

That worry is turning neighborhoods rich and poor into armed camps. Residents of the stately Garden District along St. Charles Avenue sometimes pack pistols when they visit neighbors’ homes for parties. Others act as sentries, carrying cellular phones when they walk their dogs. Rather than allow their children to play in yards, neighbors in one Uptown area banded together to build a walled compound. “Maybe it’s like this everywhere, but sometimes I go from my alarm-locked home to my alarm-locked car to my alarmed office,” says Bee Fitzpatrick, who runs an import store.

New Orleans’ crime problem poses a special danger because of the economy’s dependence on tourism and conventions. They are the principal industries left in suburbs has left blacks with a 65% majority and reduced the city’s population from 557,000 in 1980 to 497,000 today. The shrinkage has intensified a rolling budget crisis that has forced severe cutbacks in social services to a growing underclass of jobless and low-income blacks: 54% of AfricanAmerican families earn less than $15,000. “ Agencies are all overwhelmed,” says Julius Wilkerson, who runs a private outreach effort for high-risk youths. “We need a dozen programs for every one we’ve got if we’re going to give kids an alternative to shooting dope and killing themselves.”

Ten percent of the population lives in 10 housing projects, most of them squalid, low-rise slums so dangerous the police avoid them when they can. Though the wait for housing is months long, hundreds of units stand empty, many awaiting renovations. An equal eyesore is thousands of abandoned houses—37,000 by one estimate—that stand boarded up or forsaken by landlords in the face of advancing crime and poverty. City services ranging from park programs and tree trimming to libraries have been cut.

Gambling’s boosters, foremost among them Edwin Edwards, the state’s high-rolling Governor, see salvation in plans to build the world’s largest casino in the city’s downtown. New Orleans officials were so desperate for revenues that before the deal was signed they penned $29 million in projected gaming revenues into their new budget. But a lawsuit threatens to delay the project.

Crime is the top issue in the March 5 mayoral runoff that pits Donald Mintz, a lawyer and civic activist, against Marc Morial, a state senator and son of the late Dutch Morial, the city’s first black mayor. The incumbent Sidney Barthelemy cannot seek a third term. Both candidates vow to put more cops on the street, but the issues have been obscured by a meddling barrage.

The political theater is familiar to New Orleans, but it seems only to heighten public cynicism. Observes Xavier University sociologist Silas Lee: “We’ve taken a Mardi Gras approach for too long, covering up all the problems with costumes. But we were dying on the inside.” That can change, others say, if New Orleans draws on its inner grit and bonhomie. “It has things going for it that others don’t,” says Renwick. “Who would want to eat in Atlanta compared to New Orleans anyway?” In times like these, a little civic chauvinism should be forgiven.
Words Are Not Enough

Even if the Serbs live up to their promise to pull the guns back from Sarajevo, peace remains out of reach

By BRUCE W. NELAN

The siege of Sarajevo began to ease last week in the snows of Pale, a former ski resort overlooking the city. Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic walked down the front steps of his headquarters in his putative capital, his shaggy hair glistening with snowflakes, to announce: "We do think the war in Sarajevo is finally over." Beside him, Russian special envoy Vitali Churkin, the catalyst for Karadzic's conversion, nodded his agreement.

The Serbs, Churkin said, would withdraw their heavy weapons from the heights around Sarajevo. In return, Russia would contribute several hundred soldiers to peacekeeping forces in the area. There would be no need for NATO bombs, he argued, because there would be no targets.

Karadzic's proclamation of an end to the war was premature. The obvious purpose of the conciliatory words was to forestall the air strikes promised by NATO after Feb. 20 if the Serbs did not move their guns away from Bosnia's capital or hand them over to the U.N. It will, of course, be a good thing if the maneuver succeeds in stopping shells from smashing into the city. But peace is hardly at hand: the siege is not over so long as Serbian troops ring Sarajevo; the war is not over so long as Bosnia's ethnic factions do battle across the countryside. And many observers wonder if the Bosnian Serbs have not got the better part of the deal.

Though the Serbs began pulling their artillery, tanks and mortars down the icy roads around Sarajevo last week, it was not certain how many weapons were being left or where they were going. Rather than stockpile them under U.N. guard, the Serbs might move them to Bihac in the northwest, for example, where Muslim-Serb battles have intensified in recent weeks, or to Bosnian-held Olovo, just north of Sarajevo. U.N. officials and diplomats spoke of "very significant withdrawals" from the capital region—while Serb vehicles were seen heading north and south, perhaps toward other battle zones.

But as they pulled out, some of the ordinary Serb soldiers seemed to think peace was coming. On the main road above Sarajevo, crew members were repairing an old Russian-made T-55 tank, its dirty green hull covered with slush. "Hello, my name is Borislav," one of the crew called out. "I'm 28 and a Leo." The war had gone on too long, he said. "It is time to go home. We will be gone before NATO comes."

No one could say for sure if the Serbs had done enough to meet the Sunday NATO deadline. All heavy weapons that are not at least 12.5 miles from the city center or under U.N. control by then will still face air strikes by Western planes. Karadzic said boldly he would beat that time by 24 hours and invited patrols by U.N. blue helmets to begin on Saturday. The NATO allies said they would decide only after the deadline expires whether the Serbs had fulfilled the conditions. "NATO stands ready to carry out its mission," Bill Clinton said Saturday.

When a mortar shell killed 68 people in the Sarajevo marketplace three weeks ago, it shook the rest of the world as well. After 22 months of hand wringing and empty threats, NATO finally responded with an ultimatum. While the Serbs were finding it politic to negotiate a deal with the new U.N. ground commander, British Lieut. General Sir Michael Rose, the prospect of NATO action moved an anxious Russia—caught between loyalty to fellow Orthodox Slavs and its interests in cooperating with the West—to intervene. Air strikes would have forced Boris Yeltsin to risk the wrath of Russian nationalists or to condemn the attacks and alienate international friends. So Churkin paid his visit to Pale, carrying a face-saving plan from Yeltsin.

The new effort may bring an immediate payoff for the 380,000 residents of Sarajevo, where about 10,000 people—including L500 children—have been killed since Bosnian Serbs launched the war in April 1992. If the guns pull back and the U.N.-brokered cease-fire holds, Sarajevans can draw a confident breath and move around their city in the knowledge that they will not be shot by snipers or blown to pieces. That achievement alone is worth considerable effort, and it could lend impetus to similar settlements for other ostensibly "safe areas" where Muslims are surrounded by both Serbs and Croats.
Outsiders reap important benefits too. Clinton will breathe a sigh of relief if NATO planes do not have to fly bombing runs over the fog-wrapped mountains of Bosnia. A peaceful withdrawal will let him and the rest of the West claim it is the result of their toughness in facing down the Serbs. Yeltsin will score political points at home for standing by his Slav friends and abroad for his seriousness as an international peacemaker.

To balance that upbeat list there is another, less encouraging, set of considerations. Freeing Sarajevo of terror bombardments does not end its siege. "If the Serbs don't kill us with shells," says Mirsad Mejzadinovic, a Bosnian army platoon leader, "then they'll do it with starvation." The Serbs still control ground movement into the city, along with the supply of food, electricity and gas.

Many Sarajevans expect a continued erosion of the multiethnic nature of their city as the U.N.-patrolled divisions take hold. The front lines of the Serbs and the Muslim-led Bosnian forces are not changing, and new U.N. peacekeepers are moving between, freezing them in place. In fact, the trenches manned by the two sides may one day become boundaries for the partition of the city that the Serb militia is determined to achieve.

All these feints, advances and retreats on the ground are supposed to lead to a diplomatic settlement. The only peace plan under discussion—the U.N.-backed Owen-Stoltenberg proposal—is one that will let the Serbs keep what they have captured and cut Bosnia into three ethnic pieces. The Muslim-led government rejects the plan because it rewards the Serb aggressor. The European allies believe the U.S. has agreed to push the Bosnians into accepting the Owen-Stoltenberg map.

Says a Serb captain: "It depends on the will of the international community to be as hard on the Muslims as it has been on the Serbs."

A few hundred more blue helmets, even Russian ones, will not accomplish that. Moscow is now trying to round up support for an early, high-level conference to try negotiations once again. The U.S. is reluctant, in part because a showy meeting in Europe might take the spotlight off the issue of Serb withdrawal. It would be even more difficult to drop bombs while a peace conference is under way, officials say. But Clinton has told Yeltsin he wants to work directly with him on the diplomacy of a Bosnia settlement. At best, the end of the Sarajevo bombardment, if it sticks, will make civilian life a bit more tolerable while the talk goes on.

---

THE POLITICAL INTEREST

Michael Kramer

Playing Nuclear Poker

Does North Korea Have the Bomb, and If It Does, What Should Be Done About It? Kim Il Sung offered an essentially hollow capitulation last week, a promise to permit inspections of all but the key nuclear sites, which could settle the matter. So the world—and Bill Clinton—will be left to ponder those questions, perhaps indefinitely. What to do?

First, assume North Korea already has two crude nuclear devices, as those who are paid to know such things assume.

Second, understand the key players’ views and motivations. South Korea, the presumptive first target of any attack from the North, is backing Kim into a corner, a result it fears economic sanctions would accomplish. What Seoul wants least is responsibility for an economically devastated North. "We’re content with a divided peninsula," says a South Korean diplomat familiar with the huge absorption costs borne by West Germany’s embrace of the East.

Japan is happy with the status quo too. Tokyo’s joint security treaty with Washington allows its defense budget to remain low, and it abhors even thinking about developing a nuclear hedge against North Korea’s capabilities.

China welcomes the current confusion as an aid to retaining its preferred trading status with the U.S. “Beijing figures its chances improve if it is perceived as the single source capable of constructively pressuring Pyongyang,” explains an Administration sinologist, even though the evidence suggests China did little if anything to encourage Kim’s latest maneuver.

Finally, despite its public huffing, the U.S. seems to be taking North Korea’s supposed nuclear capacity in stride. Whatever exists is “not militarily significant,” says U.S. Pacific Commander Charles Larson. Yet, adds the admiral, it is obviously “significant politically.” Which is why no one tells the truth—neither the West nor the North Koreans. “As soon as the bombs’ existence is confirmed unambiguously,” says a State Department official, “you have to do something about it. Better to let what is be and move to cap it at the present low-threat level.”

“North Korea cannot be allowed to develop a nuclear bomb,” Clinton said firmly last November, no doubt recalling that the last time a U.S. Administration got Korea wrong, the body-bag business became a growth industry because Harry Truman took too long to give ‘em hell. “Drawing a line in the sand early is what you should have done in the ’50s,” says a Japanese diplomat. “Today you should be softer. Kim’s bottom line is still his regime’s survival, but victory is defined differently this time. Kim knows the way to win in the ’90s is by joining the Asian economic boom rather than by armed conflict. Clinton has already made one mistake. He should have told Kim, ‘You say you don’t have the Bomb. O.K., we believe you.’ Then, quietly, he should have begun to deal. Now, when everything is public and so much pride is on the line on both sides, it’s harder.”

But not impossible. “We’ll certainly consider trading with them if they don’t transfer their technologies to other nations,” admits an Administration official. “It’s the proliferation possibilities that really worry us.”

So there’s the bargain waiting to be struck. If the North is really more interested in getting rich than in making war, Clinton has a second chance to get it right. Assuming he finesses the current crisis, the President should learn the central lesson before other bad actors follow Kim’s lead. The U.S. should actively engage the world’s other rogue states before it’s too late—no matter the know-nothings whose knee-jerk reaction to creative diplomacy is to cry appeasement. It won’t always work. It didn’t with Iraq. But peace prospects grow as fewer states are isolated. The time to deal with nuclear blackmail is before those who would threaten trouble acquire the wherewithal to make it.
AMID DISASTER, AMAZING VALOR

The untold story of the American troops who turned a calamitous foray in Mogadishu into an extraordinary lesson in military courage

By KEVIN FEDARCO

The Mogadishu street where Cliff Wolcott died on Oct. 3 last year doesn't even have a name. For Wolcott, one of 15 helicopter pilots who took part in the ill-fated operation aimed at capturing warlord Mohammed Farrah Aidid, luck ran out when he spotted several armed Somalis firing rocket-propelled grenades at his Black Hawk attack helicopter. Turning the craft broadside to give his gunners a better shot, Wolcott became a perfect target. A grenade exploded into the side of the chopper. "Super six-one is going down," he yelled into his headset. "Six-one is going in." Those would be his last words.

The crash of Wolcott's Black Hawk transformed what had been planned as a textbook operation to decapitate Somalia's most powerful warlord into the longest sustained fire fight American soldiers have endured since the Vietnam War. The human costs of that raid, which took the life of 18 Americans and wounded more than 75 others, altered the very nature of the U.S. peacekeeping mission in Somalia, shocking the American public and forcing from the President a promise to remove all U.S. troops by the end of March.

Many of the details of that debacle are well known: the aborted mission to rein in Aidid, the desperate efforts of several relief convoys to reach and extricate the trapped Task Force Rangers and—above all, the capture, beating and humiliation of helicopter pilot Michael Durant. One part of the story has gone largely unreported, however: the 15-hour pitched battle that took place around the wreckage of Wolcott's chopper, an extraordinary display of valor by 99 men under calamitous circumstances. Time has been told that two of those men who gave their life to protect Durant—Sergeant First Class Randall Shugart and Master Sergeant Gary Gordon—have been recommended to receive the nation's highest award for valor, the Congressional Medal of Honor. In addition, more than a dozen other Rangers and airmen will be given special awards. During the past six weeks, more than 19 of these soldiers agreed to be interviewed, some for the first time. This is their story.

At 3:40 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 3, six MH-60 Black Hawk helicopters and eight MH-6 and AH-6 "Little Birds" headed for a building in southeastern Mogadishu where Aidid's henchmen were reported to be meeting. Within minutes, nearly 90 commandos from Delta Force, the premier U.S. counterterrorism unit, and several hundred Army Rangers had captured 24 of Aidid's closest colleagues. While helicopters from Task Force 160, the Army's special-operations air wing, fluttered overhead, the Rangers herded the prisoners into a nearby courtyard and awaited a ground convoy to take them away. Then came the radio report that would change everything: "One of the birds is down."

Karl Maier, 37, was at the controls...
of an unarmed MH-6 Little Bird helicopter when he spotted Wolcott’s Black Hawk heeling over nose first. The stricken craft smashed into an alley about 500 yds. northeast of the target site the Rangers had first assaulted, its rotors chewing off the corner of a one-story building. Maier’s decision was instantaneous. “I’m going in,” he announced into his headset, and swung his aircraft toward the street corner. The space was so narrow that his blades barely cleared the houses on both sides as he set his bird on the ground.

The intersection was already filled with Somali fighters bombarding Wolcott’s wreckage with AK-47 assault rifles and grenades. Facing directly into the enfilade, Maier’s only defense was a light submachine gun, which he fired from the cockpit with his right hand. That left the pilot only his left hand to steady the chopper, while copilot Keith Jones struggled to load two injured Rangers aboard, then yelled at Maier to take off. Left behind were a handful of wounded Rangers, plus the bodies of Wolcott and his copilot, Donovan Briley, 33, of Little Rock, Arkansas.

As he ascended, Maier waved to a small detachment of Rangers led by First Lieut. Tom DiTomaso, 26, that had just fought its way from the original target near the Olympic Hotel. Surveying the scene, one of DiTomaso’s younger infantrymen, Sergeant Anton Berendsen, 19, thought to himself, “For sure we are going to die.”

Not far from the wreckage of Wolcott’s chopper, pilot Dan Jollota was struggling to hold his aircraft steady while 15 Rangers “fast-roped” to the ground by sliding down a 40-ft. line at a rate only slightly more controlled than a free fall. In the cockpit, Jollota could hear the thunk-thunk-thunk of his rotors punctuated by the deadly whosh of rocket-propelled grenades.

With two Rangers still on the ropes, the chopper took a direct hit that chewed holes in a main rotor blade. The steel-nerved pilot bit off the impulse to flee. “It was remarkable,” said a crewman aboard a nearby helicopter. “They just sat there as the rockets whistled around them.” Only when his men had slid to safety did Jollota begin limping back to base.

On the ground, the Rangers saw that Wolcott could not have crashed in a worse position. Smashed like a broken eggshell, the cockpit had hopelessly entangled the body of the pilot. To make matters worse, the craft had come to rest on a slight rise in the street, exposing anyone near it to the Somalis’ devastating cross fire. “Dust got in my eyes from so many bullets popping off the walls,” recalled Specialist John Waddell, 20.

As the fusillade increased, the Rangers ripped up the bulletproof Kevlar mats from the floor of Wolcott’s Black Hawk to fashion a makeshift bunker. The shield, however, provided only the barest protection, as Master Sergeant Scott Fales, 36, swiftly discovered. An Army special-forces medic who has saved 58 lives during his career, Fales was working on several wounded men when he felt himself slammed to the street. A bullet had ripped through his leg. Hunkering down next to the wreckage, he quickly bandaged the wound and then resumed tending his comrades.

While Fales divided his attention between saving lives and fighting off the Somalis—“I’d fire a few rounds to push them back, then put my rifle across my lap and turn around to do my medical duties”—several Rangers pulled at the crumpled wreckage to free Wolcott and the copilot. To no avail: it would eventually take a hum-
"I was shooting down the street and thinking, 'We're going to fight to the last man, and we'll be out of ammunition. And that will be it.'" — Jeffrey Bray

HONOR FOR THE DEAD. Rangers mourn a fellow combatant who died to save others. Ranger snipers Gordon and Shugart have been posthumously recommended for the Congressional Medal of Honor.

Sheltered in a warren of houses and courtyards, Bray and his men now faced another complication: more than a dozen Somali women and children who were huddling, terrified, against the walls. Fearing that if the civilians were released they would either be killed in the street or serve as spotters for Somali sharpshooters, the Rangers corralled the Somalis in a back room. Somalis would later charge that the Americans were using women and children as hostages. In fact, say the soldiers, the reverse was true: "We were under such tight rules of engagement that we couldn't effectively return fire," said Black Hawk pilot Mike Goffena. "Even when we knew there were bad guys, we wouldn't shoot if civilians were in the way."

As casualties rose, the medics were forced to dart from one stricken soldier to another. Crouched near the wreckage of Wolcott's chopper, Fales suddenly spotted five grenades sailing over a wall in his direction. Yelling to warn his comrades, he threw his body over two wounded soldiers to shield them from shrapnel. Meanwhile, Technical Sergeant Tim Wilkinson, 36, a Special Forces medic, also nested next to the downed helicopter, heard a call from the other side of the street. It was Bray, his men needed medical attention. Yelling across the street for them to "lay down some cover," Wilkinson grabbed his medic's bag, put his head down and ran. He didn't even bother to bring his rifle. "It's just like stealing a base in baseball," he said of the 45 yds. of open street raked by enemy fire through which he sprinted. "Once you make the decision to go, you just go." In the next several hours, he would dodge death in this manner two more times.

I T WAS NEARLY DAWN WHEN THE U.N. armored relief column finally punched its way through to the cornered troops. One by one, the Rangers and Delta Force men slipped from doorway to doorway to reach the comparative safety of the rescue vehicles. As Black Hawk pilot Jerry Izzo headed for his bunk in the room he had shared with Cliff Wolcott, he glanced at his fallen friend's bed. The blankets were turned down, and on the pillow lay a paperback novel, still open at the page Wolcott had been reading the previous afternoon. "I closed my eyes," Izzo remembers, "and I could hear Cliff's voice."

—Reported by Bruce van Voorst/Washington
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The Deal That Forced Diller

The inside story of how Viacom's Sumner Redstone placed a $10 billion bet against QVC's Barry Diller and finally won the long battle for Paramount

By JOHN GREENWALD

"They won. We lost. Next." QVC chairman Barry Diller

That blunt, five-word concession statement rang down the curtain last week on one of the hardest-fought and longest-running takeover sagas in American corporate history. It came after Viacom Inc., best known for its ownership of MTV, won an overwhelming victory in the epic five-month battle for control of Paramount Communications, garnering more than 90% of Paramount shares soon after the polls closed in the proxy contest. In doing so, Viacom takes home some of the crown jewels of entertainment, including the Paramount film and television studios and a library of 890 movies ranging from Wayne's World and The Firm to Sunset Boulevard. Just one month earlier, Viacom and Sumner Redstone, the company's iron-willed billionaire chairman, had looked like certain losers. But thanks to frenzied financial maneuvering and a stunning and perhaps precarious alliance with Blockbuster Entertainment Corp., the world's largest retail video-store operator, Viacom turned the battle around and put Barry Diller to rout.

The fight was a quintessential '90s struggle that reflected the merger mania sweeping the communications industry and the quest for films, TV shows and other programming to run on the much anticipated electronic superhighway. Companies now feel compelled to bulk up to colossal size to compete with giants like Time Warner or huge telephone-cable-TV combines like the proposed merger of Bell Atlantic and Tele-Communications Inc.

This is the story of how Viacom won the battle and how Diller, one of the toughest and savviest Hollywood wizards, let the prize slip away. It is also the story of shattered careers, plunging stock prices and looming corporate shake-ups, all of which are part of the true cost of Viacom's $9.5 billion victory.

Time was running out on the Viacom executives and advisers who hunkered down to a Sunday-afternoon skull session in the well-appointed 49th-floor midtown-Manhattan offices of Robert Greenhill, the chairman of investment firm Smith Barney Shearson. Four days earlier, on Jan. 12, Paramount directors had spurned a sweetened Viacom bid and backed a $10 billion merger with Barry Diller's QVC home-shopping network. Unless Viacom came back fast and hard, everyone present knew, the fight would soon be over.

With their minds thus concentrated, one thought dominated all those at the meeting: how to throw a knockout punch that would be, as one of them put it, a "Diller-killer." The notion of tossing in more cash or stock was quickly nixed as too costly. So were bigger warrants and increased dividends. After several such options were rejected, Greenhill turned to one of his whiz-kid investment-banking strategists, Michael Levitt, 35, who described a scheme he said would blow away Diller. The novel plan called for issuing a type of security, called a contingent value right, CVR, or "collar," that would guarantee the value of Viacom's bid if Viacom stock failed to reach a certain price level within three years of the merger. The guarantee could cost Viacom an extra $1 billion or so under the worst scenario, but if the stock hit or surpassed the target, the collar would cost the company nothing.

The initial response by Viacom executives was at first underwhelming. Greenhill had floated the idea before, only to have the tightfisted Redstone reject it as too risky. Now Viacom executives shook their head, stared at the ceiling or began pacing. When Viacom president and chief executive Frank Biondi, the senior officer present, began to question Levitt's collar approach, Greenhill snapped, "Look, do you want to win this thing?" Biondi did, of course; after hearing Greenhill out, he agreed that the collar was Viacom's best, if not its only, option. "But how," asked the Viacom CEO, "do we sell it to Sumner?"

That turned out to be no problem. Redstone, who once saved his own life by clinging to a window ledge with his right hand during a Boston hotel fire, had vowed to do whatever it took to win Paramount. And with the Feb. 1 deadline for final bids fast approaching, he decided to seize the advantage. Four days after the Sunday meeting, Viacom
raised the cash portion of its bid from $104 a share to $107 a share for 50.1% of Paramount stock and added the collar. Recalled Redstone last week: "We wondered, 'What would Barry do?' I said, 'Barry will not raise his offer.' Barry had said he would not raise his bid again, and I believed him." In fact, Diller had already decided privately that he would go no higher.

But very few others believed the tenacious and daring Diller would fold. As he neared his 52nd birthday, Diller famously yearned to own—not merely run—a Hollywood studio. And victory in the takeover brawl would settle an old score with Martin Davis, the tyrannical chairman of Paramount who had forced Diller from his post as head of the Paramount studio in 1984. If Diller won the battle, he would be the boss, and Davis would soon be history.

In the end, Diller could not—or would not—try to better Redstone’s relentless drive to win at all costs. Weeks before Viacom applied the collar, Diller had packed up 10 lbs. of Paramount documents and hauled them along on a year-end Caribbean vacation. Running the numbers while on board the rented yacht Midnight Saga as he cruised off St. Barts, Diller decided that Paramount was not worth a penny more than the $10 billion in cash and stock that QVC was bidding. "When I came back on Jan. 3," he recalls, "I said, 'We’re not going to exceed our offer. The company is—with a real stretch and some real hard work—worth what we’ve offered, but I’m not going to offer any more.' It would have been irresponsible, I thought, and I held to that belief." Indeed, even when Diller threw more cash into his final offer on Feb. 1, he reduced the stock portion of the bid and thereby kept its overall value from rising.

Some members of the Diller camp chafed at his stand-pat posture. Bell South, which had invested $1.5 billion in QVC in support of the Paramount bid, urged Diller to devise his own collar. So did Bruce Wasserstein. Bell South’s investment adviser. Diller refused to name names or discuss the matter. "Yes, of course, people had different opinions," he acknowledges. "Some were trying to persuade me until the end." But, he still insists, "a collar just doesn’t make sense," because a break in the stock market, as he saw it, would force QVC to create more shares and dilute the interest of company shareholders.

Huizenga and Redstone will command a global empire that ranges from hockey and basketball to Beavis and Butt-head.
No collar,\textsuperscript{2} said

Davis, who has run the company since 1963, will soon be out the door as chairman of Paramount. But stock worth $1.20 billion should ease his pain of departure.

Diller had other reasons to err on the side of caution. While serving as chairman of Rupert Murdoch's Fox Inc. in the late 1980s, he saw how excessive debt almost sank that entertainment company. In the end, Diller essentially threw in his hand and let Redstone rake in the pot. For Redstone, the triumph in what he angrily came to call "the cruel, abusive and sometimes ridiculous battle for Paramount" could hardly have been sweeter. With the battle about to end last Monday, Redstone, Biondi and two Viacom colleagues repaired to the posh "21" Club in midtown Manhattan to dine and await the result of the tally of tendered shares, which was due by midnight. The first call from Viacom's proxy solicitor came at 8:30, with word that Viacom already had the 50.1% of Paramount stock needed for victory. Exults the 70-year-old Redstone: "I picked up a champagne glass and said, 'Here's to us. We won.' It was not said in arrogance. The frustration, the stress, the meanness that had taken place all disappeared."

But the big win left Viacom with $10 billion of debt and exacted a heavy toll on the company's shareholders and allies. Redstone concedes that the battle forced him to cough up some $1.5 billion more than he intended to pay when Viacom and Paramount unveiled their original merger agreement last Sept. 12. Since then the price of Viacom Class-B stock has shrunk more than 50%, falling from 56% to 25% last Friday as investors reckoned that the cost of the merger would hammer the company's profits for years.

The deal also spells the almost certain end of the Paramount career of Martin Davis, who has run the corporation since 1983 but was relegated to the role of bystander in the protracted struggle. There will be no room for Davis in the merged company, which will be headed by Redstone, Biondi and Blockbuster chairman H. Wayne Huizenga, who is to become Viacom's vice chairman. Davis will leave with a fat consolation prize, however, when he cashes in his Paramount stock for roughly $120 million.

According to some key participants, the Blockbuster deal nearly died aborning—a close call that could have scuttled Viacom's chances of winning Paramount as well. The trouble began shortly before Christmas, when Blockbuster president Steven Berrard demanded that Viacom provide a separate collar to protect Blockbuster shareholders, who were to receive $8.4 billion in cash and Viacom stock in exchange for their company. While Greenhill later championed a collar for Paramount shareholders, he rejected Berrard's demand out of hand. Reason: Viacom stock was falling fast, and if the plunge accelerated, the company would have to issue more shares under the collar guarantee and drive down the price even further. That would slash the value of Viacom's bid for Paramount, thus all but handing victory to Diller. Berrard was adamant, however: "No collar; he snapped, "no deal!"

Viacom couldn't afford to let Blockbuster get away, because Redstone needed the video chain's financial clout to defeat Diller and then help pay interest on the debt after the Paramount merger. So Greenhill, whose firm earned $12.5 million for advising Viacom, resorted to a game of high-stakes financial chicken. He allowed the Blockbuster talks to break off rather than accede to Berrard's demands. At the same time, Greenhill instructed Levitt to maintain contact with his pal Berrard. The strategy paid off on Christmas Day, when Le- vitt, calling from New Jersey on his jeep Cherokee car phone, got Berrard on the line at a golf resort in Arizona. Also booked up at various times were Biondi, who was in Scottsdale, Arizona, and two other members of the Viacom camp in Houston and Long Island's Hamptons. "Steve," said Le- vitt, "let's talk."

In the ensuing conversation, Levitt asked, "How can you guys not agree on this?" Retorted Berrard: "What would you say if you were advising Blockbuster?" That gave Levitt the opening he needed to persuade Berrard to start talking again to Viacom. The upshot: Viacom finally agreed to a revised collar that would compensate Blockbuster shareholders for any drop in Viacom stock over a one-year period. That satisfied Blockbuster, which had originally insisted on compensation for any stock drop at the closing of the merger.

Still, some Blockbuster shareholders continued to grumble last week over the steep decline in the value of Viacom stock. But with Huizenga and other corporate in- sides holding 23% of Blockbuster shares, dissidents could be hard pressed to put together enough votes to block the Viacom- Blockbuster combination. "The stock sucks right now," concedes John Melk, a Block- buster director. "But this is a tremendous deal." In the long run, that is.

It might also be a personal coup for Huizenga, 56, who may yet play a domi- nant role in the sprawling new company. While Biondi, 49, will remain Viacom's chief executive officer, industry leaders who know Huizenga well say he could swiftly become the real power. "He is light- ning quick, a classic trader and a gambler," says an entertainment-industry executive.

"He looks at Sumner, who is 70. He eats Biondi instantly. He comes out on top." In a sign of Huizenga's likely clout, Redstone flew to Blockbuster headquarters in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, last week to confer...
with his new partner. Says the Viacom chairman: “I've been down here telling Wayne that the more roles he plays in this, the happier we're going to be.” Adds Hui- zenga: “We're in the middle of the conversation. We haven't buttoned it all down yet.”

The two men will command a global empire with stakes in virtually every form of entertainment—from the New York Rangers hockey team to MTV’s Beavis and Butt-head to interactive video games and playgrounds for children. That permits a vast range of product combinations under a single corporate roof, with Beavis and Butt-head games popping up in Blockbuster stores, for instance, or Viacom transmitting Paramount films and TV series like I Love Lucy over its cable-TV systems. Perhaps most important, the new company will have a mother lode of movies and TV programming to send over electronic superhighways like the one Viacom is building with AT&T in Castro Valley, California.

The deal will put Blockbuster into new businesses that will lessen its reliance on video stores as the interactive superhighway comes of age in the U.S. in this decade. While Redstone claims that he doesn't want—or need—to sell anything to lighten his debt burden, analysts say that some assets of the merged company will probably wind up on the block. They include Paramount’s 50% share of the USA cable-TV network and the Lifetime channel, of which Viacom owns 33%. Also frequently mentioned is Paramount’s huge publishing arm, including Simon & Schuster and Prentice Hall, which may not mesh well with the new Viacom film and TV units. When questioned, Redstone asserts that Viacom "absolutely" wants to hold on to the publishing unit. Biondi says he considers it "a crown jewel." However, he adds, "if someone wants to talk about assets, we'll talk to them."

As the smoke settles on the Paramount battle, the outcome bears an ironic resemblance to the aftermath of the 1986 fight in which a Davis-led Paramount made a run at Time Inc. as it was about to merge with Warner Communications to form Time Warner. Paramount’s aborted bid forced Time to borrow heavily to complete the Warner deal and create the world’s largest media company. In the same way, Diller’s bid for Paramount forced Viacom to jack up its price and increase its debt load to play in the land of the giants. The need to recruit Huizenga to help pay for the deal effectively pushed Davis out the door.

As for Diller, he barely stood still after accepting defeat last week. Within days of his concession statement, he reorganized QVC to expand its electronic retailing operations and to develop new interactive services like an online computer shopping business. All the while, Hollywood buzzed with rumors of imminent new Diller bids for everything from Time Warner to Matsushita-owned Universal Studios. While Diller says he does expect to return to movies at some point in the future, he adds, "We're not going to talk, comment or hint about any future issue. When we've got something to say definitely, we'll say it."

And what was the big fight all about in the final analysis? What attracted Redstone and Diller to Paramount and drew them into the struggle? "They’re dream machines," Biondi says of U.S. motion-picture studios. "They are the quintessential American dream machines." And everybody wants one. — Reported by Sam Allis and Thomas McCarthy/New York, Cathy Booth/ Miami and Jeffrey Reissner/Los Angeles

CORPORATE CONNECTIONS

The addition of Paramount offers new ways to sell entertainment

**PARAMOUNT**

**Broadcasting** Seven TV stations

**Cable-Network Programming** Co-owner USA Network, MSG Network

**Motion-Picture and TV Production** Paramount Pictures: The Firm, Wayne’s World 2, library of 890 films; TV production and distribution, Wings, Frasier

**Motion-Picture Theaters** 441 screens in Canada and others around the world

**Interactive/Multimedia Products** Develop and publish interactive software

**Publishing** Simon & Schuster, Prentice-Hall

**Sports** Madison Square Garden, New York Knicks, New York Rangers

**Five Regional Theme Parks**

**VIACOM**

**Broadcasting** Five TV stations and 14 radio stations

**Cable-TV Systems** Owns and operates systems in California, Pacific Northwest and Midwest. In a joint venture with AT&T, will launch a test of interactive system

**Motion-Picture and TV Production** TV syndication and library: Roseanne, Montel Williams Show

**Cable-Network Programming** Owns and operates largest group of basic and premium networks, including MTV, Showtime, Nickelodeon

**Interactive/Multimedia Products** Develop and publish interactive software

**BLOCKBUSTER**

**Motion-Picture and TV Production** Part owner of Spelling Entertainment Group and Republic Pictures Corp, with TV and film libraries. Little House on the Prairie, Dallas, Basic Instinct

**Videotape, Music and Interactive Retail Distribution** Over 3,500 video stores in nine countries and 49 states. Over 500 music stores in seven countries

**Interactive/Multimedia Products** Wholesaler and retailer of interactive video games

**Entertainment Facilities** Part owner Discovery Zone FunCenters
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Finding salvation at the finish line, Dan Jansen, the Olympics' heartbreak kid, is first at last

By PAULA WITTEMAN HAMAR

DAN Jansen is not the only person to fall on the ice. People do it all the time. Crossing the street. On a frozen pond. Even on the perfectly planed surfaces of a world-class oval or rink. World champions and gold-medal favorites tumble as ignominiously as tots on double runners. Ask Brian Boitano of the U.S. and Kurt Browning of Canada. Or Germany's Gunda Niemann, the favorite in the women's 3,000-m race last week. One second she is in full stride, the next she is sliding on her derriere. Bye-bye, medal. Is anyone surprised that ice is meant to be slippery?

Certainly not Dan Jansen. He prefers it that way. The ice has been his friend and partner, providing him a surface upon which to set world records and achieve fame—that is, out of the Olympic spotlight, on ovals in the Netherlands, Canada and Wisconsin. Beyond the land of the five-colored rings, he is recognized as a hero and the greatest sprinter on long blades of the past decade.

Jansen has a different persona, however, in Olympic competition. It was etched into the minds of fans on Valentine's Day in 1988 when his older sister Jane died of cancer. Later that day in Calgary, full of grief but nonetheless the gold-medal favorite in the 500 m, he fell. Millions of hearts cleared a place for Jansen that evening and kept him there after he fell again in the 1,000-m race.

Redemption did not come, as everyone hoped, in Albertville in 1992. When Jansen lost his balance in a turn and finished in fourth place in the 500, questions, quickly followed by opinions, took form. Eric Heiden never fell. Bonnie Blair doesn't fall (last week she won her fourth Olympic gold). Maybe Dan is jinxed, hexed, doomed. Then Jansen staggered home 26th in the 1,000. See. And so, simplistically, it came to be.

No matter that Jansen, like most everyone else, changed. His ebullient, cheerful wife Robin bore a daughter. They named her Jane after his sister. Jane was learning to crawl as daddy was lowering the 500 world record to less than 36 sec. in preparation for his final attempt.

Finally!
to win an Olympic medal. Jansen told everyone who asked that he was at peace. It was apparent in his eyes, still soft but no longer sad.

The 500 was a lock for Jansen this time. You could take it to the bank. Except by now everyone knew that speed skaters can and do go down. That has been Dan's singular contribution to the common body of knowledge about his discipline. On Monday, 300 m into the race of his life, it began to happen again. Out went Jansen's hand to steady himself, the friction of it scraping along the ice probably enough to cause the thirty-five hundredths of a second's difference between gold and Jansen's eighth-place finish. "You lose so much momentum, it's hard to get the speed back," he said after he recovered his composure.

Jansen went back to his quarters that night, sat down and wrote the four words that he had been penning to himself for the past two years. The mantra, given to him by sports psychologist Jim Loehr, said: "I love the 1,000." Problem is, Jansen didn't."I was afraid of it," he admitted.

He was 0-for-6 in all Olympic races when he stepped onto the ice at the Viking Ship on Friday. Seven competitors had better times than Jansen's career best in the event. Moreover, the surface did not feel comfortable. "I wasn't gripping the ice well in the warmup," he said. Jansen knew he had to skate three-tenths of a second faster than he had ever done to have a chance. "Just relax," he told himself. "Have fun," added his coach Peter Mueller, seriously.

For the first 600 m, Jansen did just that. Then the skates that did not hold the ice in warmups lost their grip again. Imperceptibly, Down came his trailing left hand from its optimal position behind his back. But he held his concentration. Quickly he returned the hand to its place. Around the final turn 10,000 spectators held their breath. They let it out when he hit the last straightaway flying. When Jansen crossed the finish line 1 min. 12.43 sec. after he set out, salvation was his. "I knew when I saw the time," said Robin, who promptly hyperventilated and required medical attention. "The man upstairs took care of him," said Mueller, discounting the importance of his earlier attentions.

While characteristically thankful to one and all, Jansen thought he might have played a role in his own redemption. "Anybody who had doubts does not know racing," he said. "They don't know Dan Jansen." Then he accepted his medal, shed several tears and skated a victory lap for his adoring Norwegian fans with his infant daughter in his arms.

He didn't slip once. —With reporting by Brian Cazenave, Hamar
As a veteran pair triumphs, a new triumvirate emerges

**FIGURE SKATING**

**High Flyers**

By MARTHA DUFFY

IN AN OLYMPICS where the women's practice sessions grabbed the headlines, an important change of guard took place in skating. The kids—relatively speaking—took over the men's field four years before they were expected to claim dominance. Lillehammer was heralded as the final showdown among veteran champions. Instead they fell away, and the gold went to Russia's 20-year-old Alexei Urmanov, a fledgling classicist who was not tipped to win anything. The silver skater was an aerial whiz from Canada, Elvis Stojko, 21. Philippe Candeloro, 22, a blithe and showy Frenchman, took the bronze after an incendiary program to *Godfather* music ended with a fall on a triple Axel near the end.

The established masters did not disgrace themselves. Viktor Petrenko, Kurt Browning and Brian Boitano had virtually lost their medal hopes two days earlier by skating weak short programs. But experience still counts: each was able to draw on reserves of seasoning in international competition to deliver a smooth, clean long routine. They placed fourth, fifth and sixth, respectively. That kind of finesse was what U.S. champion Scott Davis, 22, could not summon. Nervous and spill-prone, he wound up eighth.

The jumps told the story, and Urmanov had them—all eight of his planned triples. Stojko achieved higher elevation, and Candeloro's leaps were mighty, but both had bobbles. As two-time Olympic champion and TV commentator Dick Button put it, "The judges consider first whether you've completed your triples. After that, the overall impact of the program. Last of all comes skating: footwork, spins and musicality." If these priorities prevail, there will be more and more Stojkos and Candeloros at the top. Only the sky is their limit.

The young gun with the gold was the most balletic in his approach, triples notwithstanding. Urmanov is no firecracker, but his program had pleasing balance. A native of St. Petersburg, he trains with one of his country's best, Alexei Mishin. For his efforts, Urmanov gets about $50 a month. Not for long.

Stojko and Candeloro provided the color in the competition: theirs should develop...
into a rich and fervent rivalry. Stojko is not so handsome as his eponym or so graceful. But could the Pelvis jump like a cat? Stojko can. And he shares Presley's taste for loud music and louder costumes. But at the rink he is determined. "I'm very hungry for what I want," he says. "Nothing's going to stand in my way." His parents, Steve and Irene, emigrated from Eastern Europe to Ontario in the mid-1950s. Maybe his flair has been inhered; they named their first son Attila. At age 2, Elvis looked at skating on TV and announced that he wanted to do that. It was nearly three years before the Stojkos relented, but the rest is history: Elvis has been in high-level competition for six years.

Candeloro fancies himself a young Corleone. His approach to a program is freer-than-freestyle, and he is the most crowd-pleasing male skater to come along since Browning, radiating a cheeky sense of the ridiculous. At one point Candeloro's answering-machine tape told callers to leave a message because he might be with a beautiful young woman. At the moment he sports a tiny cross in his ear, "so small," he says with relish, "the judges can't see it."

Veterans did prevail at the pairs event. In the best competition in years, experience told the story, with returning Russian pros still setting the standard for grace and synchronization. The gold went to Ekaterina Gordeeva, 22, and her husband Sergei Grinkov, 27. Not much to quarrel with on that score, because the couple delivered a long program of seamless beauty.

Still there was some old-fashioned second-guessing afterward. Another returning Russian pair, the 1992 Olympic winners Natalia Mishukhienok, 23, and Artur Dmitriev, 26, rated silver for a showier, sexier program. One sequence resembled gymnastics on ice, lacking only the parallel bars and pommel horse. The couple's coach, Tamar Moskvina, plotted the splashy routine to draw attention to her underdog pair with "a single piece of theater." As for the winners' chaste presentation, she said enigmatically, "Some prefer the priest; some prefer the priest's wife."

The bronze went to Canadians Isabelle Brasseur, 23, and Lloyd Eisler, 30, but as far as Eisler was concerned, they won gold too. A tireless critic of the rule change that allows professional skaters into the Olympics, he declared, "We feel bad for the younger ones who came in fourth and fifth, because the pros came back."

It was an exciting week, that is, if world-class skating is what you're looking for. This week promises more—and less. In the dance competition, which Jayne Torvill and Christopher Dean turned into a glamour event, the distance between the three top couples is minuscule. Then comes the real showdown, the ladies' championship. At last the world can judge whether Nancy Kerrigan came back all the way from the clubbing attack. Often depicted as a fragile blossom, she showed a formidable dramatic streak when, on her first practice with Harding, she wore the white costume in which she was attacked. "I want her to see me in it again," she told her startled coach. Now that's infighting. As for Harding, she will have to demonstrate that her triple jumps equal her superb media balance. A pesky ankle has bothered her lately. In Hamar a silver cross was swinging from her neck, and at a press conference she invoked God in her cause.

But don't get too distracted by the Americans. Keep your eye on Surya Bonaly of France, Chen Lu of China and Oleksa Batil of Ukraine. They may hold the whole Olympic world in their hands. —Reported by Susanna Schrobsdorff/Hamar
SchuuuUSss!

In Lillehammer, Alpine skiing kicks off with an unexpected but refreshing American accent

By MARGOT HORNBLOWER KVITFJELL

MORE THAN A century ago, the Norwegian dramatist Henrik Ibsen hiked down the mountain range at Kvifjell. It was, he recalled in his play Peer Gynt, akin to riding a wild buck through "the wide and dizzy void."

Last week Diann Roffe-Steinrotter could identify with that. Clad in skinight purple spandex at the starting gate of the Olympic course, the diminutive (5 ft. 4 in.) racer from Potsdam, New York, gazed down the ice-glazed slope to the distant valley below. In the Arctic chill, a kaleidoscopic blur of 40,000 snowsuits gazed back through a vast video screen. "I was sick-to-my-stomach nervous," she said. "I tried to drink water. My insides felt like California during the earthquake." But somehow as she zipped past red barns and sailed over moose and lynx paths down a sun-striped highway of snow, Roffe-Steinrotter summoned Olympic reserves. First in line among 56 skiers in the super-G, a cross between a downhill and a giant-slalom course, she had no one else's mistakes to guide her. "It's one day, one hill, 1½ minutes," she told herself, "and whoever shakes and bakes the best is going to get the gold."

Ibsen's not, but Roffe-Steinrotter was poetry in motion as the first American woman to win an Olympic Alpine ski race in a decade. It was the second surprise victory of the week for the U.S. Her countryman Tommy Moe had blasted off with a gilded glide in the downhill and followed with a silver medal in the men's super-G. "I've skied my butt off," said Moe, a square-jawed, square-talking Alaskan. "Now it's paying off." On Saturday Americans struck ore again with a silver in the women's downhill for the irrepressible Idaho daredevil Picabo Street. "I skied like a dirtbag," she said, "but I was charging down the mountain."

Not bad for a bunch only recently dubbed "Uncle Sam's lead-footed snowplow brigade," by SPORTS ILLUSTRATED magazine. Yet even U.S. ski officials seemed stunned by the team's sudden resurrection. "It's the most unbelievable thing I've seen in sports," said American coach Paul Major of Roffe-Steinrotter's win. The 26-year-old veteran's career was in a slump, and she had failed to place higher than eighth in any World Cup race since capturing a silver medal in the 1992 Albertville Olympics. As for Moe, he had not won a major downhill contest in five years—and no American man had claimed an Olympic Alpine medal since 1984. None in history had won two in the same Games. But criticism galvanized the team. "I was really stoked," said Moe, who attributes the success to hard training. "We don't deserve to be ridiculed."

The unexpected U.S. triumphs left Austrian and Swiss favorites floundering in the powder. The two powerhouse Alpine nations, where World Cup races are routinely televised and schuss stars are celebrities, had dominated Olympic skiing for decades. Yet last week a Norwegian (the dynamic Kjetil Andre Aamodt) and a Canadian (the surprising Ed Podivinsky) won silver and bronze medals in downhill after Moe, while a Russian, Svetlana Gladisheva, edged Italian Isolde Kostner for silver in the women's super-G. In the men's super-G, Markus Waismeier, a Bavarian who likes to play Mozart on his zither, won the gold, beating Moe and Aamodt, who captured the bronze. The French were despondent when their favorites failed to gar-
ner medals, and L’Equipe, the national sports daily, struck back by calling Moe—who had been expelled from teams as an adolescent for smoking marijuana—a “little truant” and describing Roffe-Steinrotter as looking like “an insomniac squirrel.” But French skier Florence Masnada was more gracious. “The Americans have no complexes,” she said admiringly. “They just throw themselves down the slope without asking any questions.”

Few fans are likely to hold youthful sins against Moe. “I was not the smartest or the best student,” he said of his marijuana-smoking days. “I was out having a good time, being a normal American kid.” But when the ski team suspended him at 16, his father, a contractor, hauled him up to the Aleutian Islands for a summer of 16-hour workdays. “He shoveled gravel,” recalled Tom Sr. “He crawled on all fours.” Moe Jr. straightened out. Since then he has put in six grueling years on the World Cup circuit, racing from one mountain to another.

The mood at the Alpine races was exhilarant. The frigid temperature—down to 1°F—seemed only to stimulate flag-waving, cowbell-clanking Norwegians. Before the race they bounced up and down to keep warm—and to keep time with the weirdly appropriate golden oldies blasting from loudspeakers. One tune, Achy Breaky Heart, seemed a dirge for the brilliant career of Swiss veteran Franz Heinzer, whose bindings snapped as he leaped out of the downhill’s starting gate. Heinzer knocked the snow with his poles in fury and three days later announced his retirement at 31.

Another heartbreaking moment was the failure of former Olympic champion Donna Weinbrecht, the 28-year-old New Jerseyan, who has dominated freestyle mogul skiing since it became a medal sport in Albertville. Weinbrecht had fought her way back from a crippling knee injury. But she finished seventh out of 16 in the competition last week. “I started getting this numb feeling and a real bad vision thing,” Weinbrecht told reporters at the finish line. “It’s one of those things where you’re off. This course, I think I could have shredded it, as we say in freestyle. But when it counted, it was like an out-of-body experience.” It was a sad parenthesis in the wacky competition that combines hotdogging exhibitionism with athletic zeal. American Liz McIntyre, a Dartmouth graduate, captured a silver medal by executing a Daffy Twister jump, while winner Stine Lise Hattestad of Norway performed a Cossack—an aerial ballet split on skis, as did the men’s mogul winner, Canadian Jean-Luc Brassard. Each race was introduced by a recorded rooster’s loud “cock-a-doodle-doo.”

ONLY ALBERTO TOMBA, THE MADCAP Italian slalom, is a household name beyond the Alps. But Moe, 24, and Aamodt, 23, seem poised to become the Jean-Claude Killys of the ’90s: glamorous derring-doers capable of focusing world attention on the Alpine sport. Moe, so easygoing that he was yawning at the starting gate of both races, has an outdoory charm that could earn him as much as $1 million a year in corporate-endorsement contracts, according to industry insiders. “He is already capturing the hearts and minds of the American public,” says Jon Franklin, a vice president of the International Management Group, which handles Tomba and other skiers.

As for Aamodt, whose ski-coach father used to blindfold him on skis to teach him the feel of the snow, he is fast succeeding the Austrian Marc Girardelli, who competes for Luxembourg, as the world’s best all-around skier. Leading in World Cup points, the charismatic Norwegian skis both downhill and slalom and could well rack up more medals this week. “In Norway we used to have the attitude that you should not do something special—or at least you should not think you are special,” Aamodt said. “But now we are developing a winner’s attitude. In the U.S. you like to be No. 1. With the Olympics, the American Dream has come to Norway.”
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LEXANDER SCOTT, THE GLOBE-trotting secret agent played by Bill Cosby in the 1960s series *I Spy*, made a return visit to his old top-secret agency a couple of weeks ago. And no one was more surprised than the security guard who had to inspect his outdated photo ID. “Long assignment?” she asked skeptically. “Sick leave,” he replied.

It may be too harsh to call them the over-the-hill gang. But TV’s newest batch of prime-time detectives are, let us say, not the sleuths you’d feel most comfortable hiring to follow an armed robber down a dark alley. Cosby, now 56 and with a No. 1-rated sitcom under his (expanding) belt, not only resurfaced in *I Spy Returns* on CBS but also played a police crime consultant in *The Cosby Mysteries*, the first of a planned series of NBC movies. Dick Van Dyke, now an avuncular 68, portrays a crime-solving physician in the CBS series *Diagnosis Murder*, and Gene Barry, 74, is back in *Burke’s Law*, a new version of the ’60s series about a millionaire police detective who toils to crime scenes in a chauffeur-driven Rolls-Royce.

In yet another TV revival, Robert Wagner, 64, and Stefanie Powers, 51, returned last week in *Hart to Hart: Home Is Where the Hart Is*, an NBC movie based on their decade-old series about high-living husband-and-wife detectives. George C. Scott and Louis Gossett Jr. are among the stars who will join the old-codger crime-fighting brigade later this spring. Add to these such veteran TV sleuths as Angela Lansbury in *Murder, She Wrote*, Andy Griffith in *Matlock* and Peter Falk in occasional *Columbo* movies, and you’ve got enough votes to block Clinton’s Medicare reforms.

Detective shows are the low-impact aerobics of network programming. To an aging star for whom feature-film roles have dried up and sitcoms are too demanding, a detective show can be a comfortable sinecure. For viewers tired of rau-

**TELEVISION**

**Murder, They Wh**

Starring in sitcoms may get too strenuous, but in prime time you’re never too old

By RICHARD ZOGLIN
cous sitcoms and hard-charging magazine shows, these TV whodunits provide easy-to-take, low-decibel entertainment. Murder, She Wrote, in its 10th season on CBS, is still a Top 10 hit; ABC's Matlock is a solid success in one of the week's toughest time periods; Diagnosis Murder and Burke's Law, new this season, have given CBS its best Friday-night ratings in years.

Even so, the genre has had to struggle to get back into network favor. The audience for these shows tends to be older; at a time when advertisers seem obsessed with targeting the young crowd. A recent Nielsen survey found that Murder, She Wrote, despite its high ratings, gets less for a 30-second commercial than its lower-rated (but younger-skewing) Sunday-night competitor SeaQuest DSV.

Yet by the same token, the shows offer counterprogramming to youth-oriented sitcoms, plus a way to lure back the broad-based family audience that has drifted away from network TV. "Every segment of the audience has value," says CBS Entertainment executive vice president Peter Tortorici. "The better job you do of connecting them so you can get them to watch together is, ultimately, the best use you can make of the medium."

Viewers from eight to 80 have little trouble recognizing the unwavering formulas of these arthritic whodunits: murder discovered, suspects questioned, red herrings introduced, culprit finally tripped up and exposed. Not every show is as hokey and mechanical as Burke's Law, which routinely ends with a scene in which Burke gathers all the suspects and eliminates them one by one until he fingers the guilty party. The better shows at least try to bring their criminology into the '90s: the key to the solution of Cosby's first mystery—Who is murdering a corporation's top executives?—was the radial feature on a victim's car fax.

Compared with the hard-nosed crime fighters in more realistic police shows like NYPD Blue and Law & Order, these detectives are easygoing dilettantes. For many, the job is just a sideline, sometimes a reluctant one. "I don't want to work," whines Cosby's character, who is trying to retire after winning the lottery. "I just want to stay here and sleep and play my clarinet." Van Dyke works in a metropolitan hospital, yet he seems to have unlimited time to run down clues in an effort to clear the cases.

**OVER-THE-HILL GANG:** From left, Barry returns after a 28-year retirement; Cosby on the case, reluctantly; Van Dyke opts for mystery over medicine; Wagner and Powers try to rekindle the flame

---

**A GUIDE TO GRAYING GUMSHOES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star's Age</th>
<th>Detective's Age</th>
<th>Day Job</th>
<th>Crime-Solving Attitude</th>
<th>Tonsillectomies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIAGNOSIS MURDER</strong></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>Policeman</td>
<td>It beats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE COBBS MYSTERIES</strong></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Crime consultant</td>
<td>Police pal</td>
<td>tonsillectomies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HART TO HART</strong></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Millionaire</td>
<td>Pushy</td>
<td>Would rather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BURKE'S LAW</strong></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Millionaire chief of homicide</td>
<td>Detective</td>
<td>be napping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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people falsely accused of murder—people who, far too often, are old personal friends. (With friends like these . . .)

Happily, these graying gumshoes are, for the most part, spared the indignity of fistfights, car chases and other demanding physical stunts. Typically, they have a younger partner who does most of the heavy lifting. (Both Barry and Van Dyke, for instance, are teamed with sons on the police force; Van Dyke’s is played by his real-life son Barry Van Dyke.) Yet even the few spurs of physical action can be disconcerting: last week’s Hart to Hart revival brought back Lionel Stander, now 86, as the Harts’ Man Friday, then forced the poor fellow to pursue a suspect (played by Alan Young, 74) over a rocky New England beach. Ben-Gay, anyone?

Though classic TV escapism, these shows may be filling a societal need. “They put an ‘entertainment grid’ on the explosion of crime that’s really happening out there,” suggests William S. Link, co-creator of Columbo and Murder, She Wrote as well as The Cosby Mysteries. “Today’s crime rate is the highest in history. People want to see some sort of control, and you get that with fiction. On TV, the heavies are always caught.”

The heavies, moreover, are considerably less frightening than those in real life. Murders on these shows are nearly always committed by well-groomed, well-to-do white people, and the deeds are neat, bloodless, imaginatively staged. In recent weeks we have seen a magician drown in a tank of water when his escape trick is sabotaged (Diagnosis Murder); a late-night TV host electrocuted by his microphone at a Friars-type roast (Burke’s Law); and a manic-depressive book editor driven to near madness and pushed off a building roof to feign a suicide (Murder, She Wrote). Murders are never random or accidental or committed in the heat of passion; they are carefully planned by people with clear, easily understood motives.

“One of you here tonight is a murderer, and I’m going to prove it,” Van Dyke announces just before exposing the magician’s killer. What’s nice about TV mysteries, as opposed to real-life ones, is that the culprit is always “here tonight.” Which may be one reason why the Nancy Kerrigan–Tonya Harding story has struck such a chord. Kerrigan’s attacker was not, as most people assumed at first, a crazed fan or a random nut. The crime appears to have been—just like TV—an elaborately plotted effort by another skater’s camp to eliminate a rival. Any fan of Murder, She Wrote can recognize the motive. And not even Columbo could have cracked the case faster.

—With reporting by
Jeffrey Hessner/Los Angeles

### TELEVISION

**The Origin of Our Species**

Nova offers a vivid three-part tour of human prehistory

**By MICHAEL D. LEMONICK**

**MORE THAN 3 MILLION YEARS AGO,** a tiny female, part human and part ape, slumped to the mud of an East African lakeshore and died, her bones sinking deep into the soft ground. Eventually, the lake dried. The mud turned to rock and, so gradually, did her bones. She might have rested there undisturbed forever but for the roaming geologic forces that ripped the earth apart over the next 30,000 centuries, finally thrusting the long-buried fossil bones to the surface—where American anthropologist Donald Johanson would find them in 1974.

An actress portrays Lucy, whose 3-million-year-old bones are the oldest hominid remains ever found

Named Lucy, after the Beatles song *Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,* this long-dead primate, half-a-million years older than any known human-related species, revolutionized scientists’ understanding of human origins.

That remarkable discovery is the departure point for *In Search of Human Origins,* a three-hour Nova mini-series that airs on PBS next week. Over three consecutive nights, beginning Monday, Johanson himself is the tour guide on a journey through the physical and intellectual landscape of human evolution. Starting with the 3-ft.-tall, small-brained Lucy and her kin, he traces the ascent of humankind through some of its mile-

stones: the emergence of toolmaking, the transition from scavenging to hunting, and the struggle between the first modern humans and their Neanderthal cousins for control of the earth.

Johanson, though a little stiff at times, is a capable guide, narrating and often participating in a mix of on-location filming, talking-head interviews and dramatic recreations, both historic and prehistoric. In some of the most impressive segments, actors in ingenious makeup, moving with a quasi-simian gait, bring Lucy and other protohumans eerily to life.

**Two things make Origins more compelling than most science programs. The producers avoided the temptation to be encyclopedic and thereby to overwhelm viewers with information. And Johanson doesn’t simply present facts. He shows how paleoanthropologists actually work, how they uncover fossils (the hard part) and how they analyze what they’ve found (the harder part). The earliest hint that his team had discovered an especially ancient human ancestor was a single knee joint plucked from the African dirt. It was old—carefully dated volcanic ash in nearby rocks proved that. But it took laborious work by anatomist Owen Lovejoy to prove the knee belonged to a biped—and thus, not entirely apelike—primate. Lucy turned up nearby a year later, but it took weeks to piece her jumbled bones into a partial skeleton and years before anthropologists could agree on her place in human evolution.**

In short, Johanson presents paleoanthropology as a kind of detective story, in which physical evidence is carefully gathered, painstakingly assembled and used to construct a convincing story of what actually happened. (In fact, Lovejoy, Johanson’s frequent collaborator, also works with real detectives to solve murders and other crimes.)

The major differences between humans and apes, Johanson notes, are that the former are more intelligent and walk upright. There’s one more: humans are intensely and endlessly curious about where and how they began. *In Search of Human Origins* will do much to satisfy that curiosity.
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Shipwrecked in Vermont
A haunting tale of growing in, and escaping from, Vietnam

By JOHN SKOW

LITTLE OVER 10 YEARS AGO, a beat-up '67 Pontiac Firebird with California plates rolled into Bennington, Vermont, and died. The driver was a 26-year-old Vietnamese refugee, a re-education camp survivor who a few years earlier, on his third try, had escaped from Vietnam by boat. In the U.S. he had taken to calling himself Jade because Americans could not pronounce Ngo Quang Huynh. With him were two teenage brothers and a nephew. They were headed not to Vermont but simply "east," to find a place to settle. In Ann Arbor, Michigan, sheltering in a church basement, Jade had a bad dream and decided to move on. The old buildings of Buffalo, New York, were depressing. Albany was O.K. but didn't feel right.

The dying car chose Bennington. Jade put a $230 deposit on a shabby apartment and paid $5 for a hot plate at the Salvation Army. He had $10 left. He got the teenagers enrolled at Mount Anthony High School. An adviser there helped him with college applications. His English was shaky, but Bennington College gave him a full scholarship. He studied English and American literature: The Waste Land, Dover Beach, Strunk and White's The Elements of Style. He read Shakespeare and daydreamed about writing books. When he graduated after three years, he had managed to write, in formal and rather literary English, the first draft of a haunting memoir of his youth in Vietnam.

This remarkable account, reworked and eased of learner's stiffness, is now published as South Wind Changing (Graywolf Press; 320 pages; $20). The author's childhood was pastoral and amusingly peaceful. Although an older brother was a military pilot, the war at first did not touch the island in the Mekong Delta where his large, prosperous family grew rice. But fighting swept through with the Tet offensive of 1968, when Jade was 12, and afterward "the war continued on and off like a chronic disease." He had passed his university exams when the North won its victory and the Americans flew away, and therefore, as a suspect intellectual, he was sentenced to a re-education camp. Brutality in the camp was casual and causeless; what was learned in addition to parroted Marxist self-criticism was fear, hunger and aching homesickness. Jade and the others trapped rats for their guards' suppers and stayed alive by holding back some of the meat.

Opportunity for escape came in the form of a strange, dreamlike journey in which Jade helped a wounded prison guard reach a hospital (where North Vietnamese doctors shrugged and amputated a nearly healed leg). Jade managed to slip away into the chaos of a broken society. A boyhood friend sheltered him, and they scavenged to find money for an escape by boat to Thailand. Twice they were turned back. Before the third attempt was successful, pirates boarded their boat, stole everything and raped the women. Jade and one of his brothers found their way to a refugee camp and spent months beingized there, far down a long list of prospective emigrés to the U.S. Then their pilot brother, whom they had thought dead, sent a letter and money; he was already in the U.S.

Years later, safe in Vermont, but tormented by the thought that he may never see his parents in Vietnam, he wrote, "I sat on the hill, surrounded by trees in their spring blossom, looking over the pond at Bennington College, listening to the gentle voice of Arturo Vivante blending with the morning air as he lectured on Tolstoy's great novel War and Peace. I felt like one of the characters."
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Home Is Where the Art Is

South African dissident Athol Fugard happily loses his great theme and sets his sights on a postapartheid world

By WILLIAM A. HENRY III

Just before he flew to the U.S. to direct a splendid revival at Princeton this month of his favorite early play, Hello and Goodbye, dramatist Athol Fugard asked friends at a dinner party, “Am I about to become the new South Africa’s first literary redundancy?” Although he tells the story with a twinkle, that fear has hovered over him for years. In his mind he is a poetic playwright, but the world has seen him as a political, even polemic one, and his works are valued more as testimony against apartheid than for their subtle interplay of emotion and Beckettian sensitivity to the downtrodden. For many people, Fugard’s dramas mattered less than the taboos they broke—The Blood Knot put a black actor alongside a white one on the same Johannesburg stage—and the punishments they brought, including revocation of his passport and virtual house arrest from 1967 to 1971. Those experiences ensured a niche in history but also made his storytelling seem limited to a place and time. His plays were often treated as a field correspondent’s dispatches.

Fugard first felt his relevance eroding when black anger overwhelmed white liberal gradualism in the ’80s. Then, as the intransigent white government relented and prospects for peace improved, critics—notably in New York City—seemed to lose interest in a man they once hailed as great. Fugard’s most recent pieces, My Children! My Africa! and Playland, dealt with South Africa’s smoldering race hatred via small-scale, personal tragedies. Each had success elsewhere in the U.S. and around the world but closed quickly off-Broadway. Even at home in South Africa, where the shows were lauded, people wonder what a white liberal dissenter has to say to a society embarking on black-majority rule.

The answer, Fugard hopes, is plenty: “I’m beginning to realize that the challenges I face daily as an ordinary white South African can bring enormous new energy to my work.” With Hello and Goodbye having ended its run on Sunday, Fugard is heading back to South Africa, where he does all his writing. In a departure from the rituals of a lifetime, he will begin two plays at once—one a look at the relationship between young and old “that will be an evident metaphor for what is happening in my country,” the other an outright collaboration with five high school students.

Through auditions he selected two black youths, a white, one of Indian descent and one of mixed race (or, in South African parlance, colored). After school and on weekends, he will meet with them to develop a text based on their experiences and hopes, to be performed in June and July in schools and at a festival in his hometown of Port Elizabeth, then on a professional stage in Johannesburg.

This talking-it-out technique has been the wellspring of South Africa’s liveliest theatrical movement of recent years, the roughewn, hortatory “township plays” created largely by young black amateurs, including the international hits Sarafina! and Astar Matlali! But it is quite a departure for Fugard, normally a believer in elite craftsmanship despite the egalitarian sentiments of his work. He has collaborated only once before, developing Sizwe Banzi Is Dead and The Island with professional black actors Winston Ntshona and John Kani, who jointly won a 1975 Tony Award for their performances in the two shows.

“I don’t know if this enterprise will work,” Fugard says. “But I share with these young people the belief that for all the bombast from politicians, no one is speaking to or for their generation. And of course there is a selfish reason: a white person in the new South Africa must expect to be on the sidelines. This allows me to be part of the debate.”

If this project is vital to Fugard politically, the more important one emotionally will be the play about youth and age. While preparing to write, a process of meditation that never takes him less than two years and sometimes lasts 20, he delighted in Princeton’s invitation to revisit Hello and Goodbye, which dates to 1965. Its sometimes absurdist, absurdist portrait of a dysfunctional family centers on an unseen father much like Fugard’s own—alcoholic, crippled and mean. The playwright’s favorite role as an actor has long been the crowed, despondent son, who represents a path not taken—the misery Fugard might have succumbed to if he had lacked drive and brains. Although the character is 27, Fugard intended to play him again at Princeton until he found he could get Zeljko Ivanek, who played the title role in “Master Harold”… and the Boys in its debut at Yale. Ivanek, at 36 the most gifted American stage actor of his generation, gave what Fugard enviably calls “the definitive performance—where I was still, he was dangerous.”

During rehearsals, Fugard adds, “I realized something new. Although nothing in the play is overtly political, that family is not just mine but a metaphor for South Africa—the decaying patriarchy, the despairing youth, the woman rooted in carnality and common sense with a huge, heroic heart. It reminded me that I am a regional writer. My plays are more than politics. But they are never removed from my homeland. My two subjects, myself and my country, are one.”
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**Moonlighting at the Mike**

When she began studying opera, her friend Orson Welles told her to stick with acting. When she appeared in the movie musical At Long Last Love, no one went to see it. And when she sang My Funny Valentine during a football game at a Los Angeles high school, a heckler stood up and shouted, “Hey, just take it off!” Now, emotionally fortified by five years of psychotherapy, **Cybill Shepherd** is ready to face the microphone again. “In another life I’ll be an opera singer. It’s a miracle that I keep this up,” says the struggling chanteuse. And yet last week she graced the Tonight show stage to sing The Power of Love, and next month she will perform a full 90-minute radio concert for the BBC. And if she doesn’t turn out to be the next Edith Piaf? Fear not: CBS has slated Shepherd to star as an affluent single mom in an upcoming sitcom.

**Fur’s Foe, Exposed**

Famously p.c. and pet-friendly, **Kim Basinger** has dined on tempeh scallopini and proclaimed that “a nation is only as strong as it treats its animals.” Now the impassioned Mrs. Alec Baldwin has proved her commitment to the cause by posing nude for an antifur ad that will appear in four languages on billboards in Europe.

**Boulevard of Broken Dreams**

Tearing up the L.A. stage as Norma Desmond, the unhinged Hollywood discard in Sunset Boulevard, **Glenn Close** has won the kind of reviews actresses dream of. Meanwhile, playing the same role in the original London production of the musical, Patti LuPone has felt distinctly unappreciated. Last week came the ultimate blow for LuPone. Though she had been promised the role when the show opens on Broadway this fall, producers announced they were casting Close. It will cost them millions to buy the devastated LuPone out of her contract.

**SEEN & HEARD**

He is Geraldo’s dream guest: the publicist who admitted to a “sexual relationship” with the shoes of his former employer, **Marla Maples Trump**. After a comically lurid trial, a jury found foot fetishist Chuck Jones guilty of stealing dozens of Mrs. Trump’s pumps and boots. ABC believes that what the American public really wants is more **Diane Sawyer**. Warding off rival network suitors, ABC renewed Sawyer’s contract for a reported $7 million a year. (That puts her some $5 million ahead of Tom Brokaw.)

Like ex-stand-up comic Jerry Seinfeld, ex-stand-up comic **Paul Reiser** stars in a sitcom in which grave moral dilemmas arise when characters retrieve the wrong shirt at the laundry. Now, like Jerry, the **Mad About You** star will pen a book of observational humor. Next will he court a co-ed named Shoshana?
ESSAY

Barbara Ehrenreich

Kicking the Big One

A
evil grips America, a life-sapping, drug-related habit. It beclouds reason and corrodes the spirit. It undermines authority and nourishes a low-minded culture of winks and smirks. It’s the habit of drug prohibition, and it’s quietly siphoning off the resources that might be better used for drug treatment or prevention. Numerous authorities have tried to warn us, including most recently the Surgeon General, but she got brushed off like a piece of lint. After all, drug prohibition is right up there with heroin and nicotine among the habits that are hell to kick.

Admittedly, legalization wouldn’t be problem-free either. Americans have a peculiarly voracious appetite for drugs, and probably no one should weigh in on the debate who hasn’t seen a friend or loved one hollowed out by cocaine or reduced to selling unused appliances on the street. But if drugs take a ghastly toll, drug prohibition has proved itself, year after year, to be an even more debilitating social toxin.

Consider the moral effects of marijuana prohibition. After booze and NyQuil, pot is probably America’s No. 1 drug of choice—a transient, introspective high that can cure nausea or make the evening sitcoms look like devastating wit. An estimated 40 million Americans have tried it at some point, from Ivy League law professors to country-and-western singers. Yet in some states, possession of a few grams can get you put away for years. What does it do to one’s immortal soul to puff and wink and look away while about 100,000 other Americans remain locked up for doing the exact same thing? Marijuana prohibition establishes a minimum baseline level of cultural dishonesty that we can never rise above: the President “didn’t inhale,” heh heh. It’s O.K. to drink till you puke, but you mustn’t ever smoke the vile weed, heh heh. One of the hardest things a parent can ever tell a bright and questioning teenager—after all the relevant sermonizing, of course—is, Well, just don’t get caught.

But the prohibition of cocaine and heroin may be more corrosive still. Here’s where organized crime comes in, the cartels and kingpins and Crips and Bloods. These are the principal beneficiaries of drug prohibition; without it they’d be reduced to three-card monte and numbers scams. Legitimate entrepreneurs must sigh and shake their heads in envy: if only the government would ban some substance like Wheat Chex, for example, so it could be marketed for hundreds of dollars an ounce.

Yes, legal drugs, even if heavily taxed and extensively regulated, would no doubt be cheaper than illegal ones, which could mean more people sampling them out of curiosity. But this danger has to be weighed against the insidious marketing dynamic of illegal drugs, whose wildly inflated prices compel the low-income user to become a pusher and recruiter of new users.

Drugs can kill, of course. But drug prohibition kills too. In Washington, an estimated 80% of homicides are drug related, meaning drug-prohibition related. It’s gunshot wounds that fill our urban emergency rooms, not ODs and bad trips. Then there’s the perverse financial logic of prohibition. The billions we spend a year on drug-related law enforcement represents money not spent on improving schools and rebuilding neighborhoods. Those who can’t hope for the lasting highs of achievement and self-respect are all too often condemned to crack.

So why don’t we kick the prohibition habit? Is it high-minded puritanism that holds us back, or political cowardice? Or maybe it’s time to admit that we cling to prohibition for the same reason we cling to so many other self-destructive habits: because we like the way they make us feel. Prohibition, for example, tends to make its advocates feel powerfully righteous, and militant righteousness has effects not unlike some demon mix of liquor and amphetamines: the eyes bulge, the veins distend, the voice begins to bray.

But the most seductive thing about prohibition is that it keeps us from having to confront all the other little addictions that get us through the day. It’s the NutraSweet in the coffee we use to wash down the chocolate mousse; a dad’s “Just say no” commandments borne on martini-scented breath. “Don’t do drugs,” a Members Only ad advises. “Do clothes.” Well, why “do” anything? Why not live more lightly, without compulsions of any kind? Then there’s TV, the addiction whose name we can hardly speak—the poor man’s virtual reality, the substance-free citizen’s 24-hour-a-day hallucinatory trip. No bleary-eyed tube addict, emerging from weekend-long catatonia, has the right to inveigh against “drugs.”

When cornered, the prohibition addict has one last line of defense. We can’t surrender in this war, he or she insists, because we’d be sending the “wrong message.” But the message we’re sending now is this: Look, kids, we know prohibition doesn’t work, that it’s cruel and costs so much we don’t have anything left over with which to fight the social causes of addiction or treat the addicts, but, hey, it feels good, so we’re going to keep right on doing it. To which the appropriate response is, of course, heh heh.

We don’t have to quit cold turkey. We could start with marijuana, then ease up on cocaine and heroin possession, concentrating law enforcement on the big-time pushers. Take it slowly, see how it feels. One day at a time.
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